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COMMENT

Challenging
M2M’s old ways
OK, pay attention at the back, we’ve got a lot to get through. First
of all, a big welcome to two new members of our Editorial Advisory
Board, Gwenn Larsson from Telenor Connexion and Alexander Bufalino of Telit (full news on page
8). Deeper inside this issue you will also find the first M2M Now Directory, a listing in print and
online (www.m2mnow.biz) of M2M’s major players worldwide. With new companies entering the
market almost every day plus a steady stream of mergers and acquisitions, the 600 companies listed
in the M2M Now Directory make this is a vital resource for anyone looking for product and service
suppliers or new partners to support machine-to-machine communications and connected devices.
In another new development, we are proud to publish our first M2M Now Special Report with this issue.
Prepared by the independent and highly respected M2M writer, Bob Emmerson, this examines how one leading
M2M module provider, Telit Wireless Solutions now offers a value-added services (VAS) bundle following its
recent acquisition of Navman. You’ll find this report bundled in the old-fashioned way with this issue, and it’s
available to download from our Resource Centre (www.m2mnow.biz/resource-centre/).
As if that wasn’t enough, we’re delighted to announce the launch in London on December 4, 2012 of ‘Money
Talks’. This is a new kind of event for the M2M community; a panel-debate-networking-speed-meeting-kind-ofthing-that’s-also-Live-Online. Led by Conference Chairman, Robin Duke-Woolley, CEO of the highly regarded
Beecham Research, this top-flight event will be held at the elegant London headquarters of BAFTA, the British Academy of Film &
TV Arts, and for our friends worldwide who are unable to attend in person we offer live web feeds that bring you everything but the
drinks. Either way you can learn from Keynote Presentations, two Panel Debates, Audience Questions, and a unique Thought
Leadership Paper, all challenging the safe assumptions of today’s M2M business models, while guiding delegates into the very
different M2M business landscape that we can expect in three years’ time. If you can’t be in London on December 4, make sure
you’re logged in to this event that will change your thinking about your business.
Jeremy Cowan

For the latest on all these developments go to: www.m2mnow.biz
Jeremy Cowan, Editor, M2M Now
j.cowan@m2mnow.biz
Twitter: @jcm2m
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COMMENT

MARKET NEWS

Wireless comms to transform ships’
monitoring and boost profitability
France’s Institute of Telecommunications of
Rennes (ITR) has shown that a cost-effective
wireless solution for monitoring systems on
board large ships is feasible. This includes
passenger ferries, despite the complications
of watertight doors and dense metal
bulkheads.
Engineers previously believed that these
maritime features made a fully wireless
solution too difficult to implement.
However, in a paper published recently in
the Institution of Engineering and
Technology’s journal Electronics Letters, the
ITR researchers demonstrate how radio
leakage between metallic watertight
adjacent rooms is of a sufficient level for
communication between network nodes in
a wireless sensor network (WSN).
On-board monitoring systems are an
essential part of a ferry-sized vessel, using
kilometres of cabling to connect thousands
of sensors, for systems monitoring, internal
messaging and on-board communications.
A wireless solution would reduce the cost
and complexity of upgrading systems, and

M2M by Numbers
30 million
According to a new research
report by Berg Insight, global
sales of handsets featuring Near
Field Communication (NFC)
increased ten-fold in 2011 to
30 million units.
A wireless sensor network would reduce
the cost, complexity and weight of cabled
monitoring

eliminate the weight of hundreds of metres
of heavy cabling, leading to increased
payloads or reduced fuel loads.
With more than 50,000 merchant ships
worldwide this may be a substantial
business opportunity, and one that could
reduce global carbon emissions. The
researchers must now determine the
engineering rules necessary to install an
onboard WSN, adapt existing monitoring
systems to support wireless devices; and
test wireless networks in difficult conditions.

NEC buys Convergys’ IM division for $449m
in deal including Smart Revenue Solutions
Tokyo-based NEC Corporation has agreed to
acquire Convergys Corporation’s Information
Management (IM) business. The deal is
valued at US$449 million and covers all of
the Waltham, Massachusetts company’s IM
business, including Smart Revenue
Solutions, across industry verticals such as
communications, utilities, and logistics.
An NEC spokesperson said, “The IM business
has enabled service providers around the
world to transform their BSS (business
support systems) environment and create
the foundation for next-generation billing,
customer care, and revenue management.”

Following the acquisition, which is subject
to normal acquisition terms, the IM business
and organisation will be integrated into
NetCracker Technology Corporation, a
subsidiary of NEC. NetCracker will be
responsible for all business operations of
the combined entity. With this acquisition,
NetCracker will add key BSS expertise,
software, and services to its Telecom
Operations and Management Solutions
(TOMS) suite.
See our sister site’s Blog at:
http://bit.ly/H64hsI

256
New iQsim SIM Rack 256 allows
for storage of up to 256 SIM
cards in a 2U configuration. It is
said to offer flexibility and
scalability as part of the IRON
Suite call and SMS termination
platform.
92 million
UK-based Juniper Research
forecasts that 92 million vehicles
will feature technology to
integrate the smartphone into the
head unit by 2016. Smartphone
integration into consumer
vehicles will soon become all but
standard on new models, says a
new report.
140 million
The US Air Force is pulling out of
a project to use a large spy airship
in Afghanistan, despite already
spending more than US$140
million (EUR106 million). The first
flight of the 112m (370 foot) long
Blue Devil Block 2 dirigible
(pictured) is just weeks away, but
technical difficulties with laserbased M2M communications and
massive cost increases are likely to
ground the programme.
For details on these and other
M2M stories go to
www.m2mnow.biz

What makes a smart car smart?
In one of our latest videos, M2M Now takes a look around the Volvo C30 and finds
out how Volvo, Ericsson, Gothenburg Energy and Sweden’s Viktoria Institute are
making the smart car smarter. See the video at: http://bit.ly/GV19C2

www.orga-systems.com
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COMPANY & CONTRACT NEWS

Telegesis chooses Antenova for
ZigBee smart energy modules
The Cambridge, UKbased provider of
integrated antenna
and RF solutions,
Antenova Ltd has
announced that its
2.4GHz ZigBee
antennas have been
Greg McCray,
selected by Telegesis
Antenova: A
for their latest range
complete off-theof ZigBee Smart
shelf wireless
Energy Modules. The
solution is an
companies’ products
attractive
have now been
proposition
designed into a Smart
Gas Meter by Elster, a
global provider of gas, electricity and water
meters.

“The M2M market is growing at rapid pace
with smart metering being one of the
fasting growing sectors,” said Greg
McCray, CEO of Antenova. Analysts predict
that more than a billion smart meters will
be connected to M2M operator networks
in 2020. “Working closely with major
cellular module vendors and more recently
with low power wireless module companies
like Telegesis has resulted in many
successful design wins for Antenova.

Telegesis manufactures a range of OEM
ZigBee modules, complete with full AT
command layer if required, allowing fast
and simple ZigBee implementations.
Telegesis also offers design support with
particular focus on ZigBee Smart Energy.

Nicholas Gomersall, managing director of
Telegesis commented, “Telegesis has gained
considerable traction with our extensive
range of ZigBee Smart Energy modules and
designs. We selected Antenova’s A5839
Rufa 2.4GHz antenna for our latest ETRX3

“A complete off-the-shelf wireless solution
is a very attractive proposition for
companies looking to add wireless
connectivity to their devices and shorten
design cycles but have little or no internal
RF resource,” he added.

ZigBee Module, for its high performance,
reliability and lower cost than a custom
antenna design. These benefits enable us to
provide customers lower cost standard
solutions that accelerate their time to
market and deliver predictable
performance.”
Antenova offers the gigaNOVA range of
market leading standard antenna solutions
for a wide range of wireless M2M and
embedded applications requiring cellular,
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, and GPS (1.575
GHz) connectivity. The company develops
and supplies high performing integrated
antennas and RF solutions for wireless
communication, consumer electronic and
wireless M2M devices.

E.ON IT adopts Convergys Smart
Revenue Solutions across its group
Convergys Corporation – whose IM division
is soon to be acquired by NEC (see page 5)
– has signed a new group-wide Framework
Agreement with E.ON IT GmbH, the IT
function of E.ON AG, one of the world's
largest private power and gas companies.
E.ON IT manages all IT matters for the E.ON
Group and has over 2,700 employees.

Since 2010 Convergys has worked closely
with three E.ON affiliates to test Convergys’
ability to deliver sophisticated rating and
billing functionality related, but not limited
to, smart metering. The success of these
pilots has culminated in the signing of this
new global framework agreement by the
two companies.

Andy Corkhill, who is the head of Utilities
EMEA at Convergys Smart Revenue
Solutions, added, “Convergys will support
E.ON IT group-wide to enable a better
customer experience, using products such
as Rating & Billing Manager, among other
Convergys solutions.”

NEWS IN BRIEF I NEWS IN BRIEF I NEWS IN BRIEF I NEWS IN BRIEF I NEWS IN BRIEF I NEWS IN BRIEF I NEWS IN BRIEF

Italy’s first m-payment pilot
project uses NFC-enabled
SIMS in cafes and stores

purchases by holding their devices close to
an appropriate reader.

Giesecke & Devrient (G&D) is supplying
Near Field Communications-enabled
Subscriber Identity Modules (SIMs) to
Noverca, an MVNO (mobile virtual network
operator) for Italy’s first mobile payments
pilot project being conducted with Banca
Intesa Sanpaulo.

G&D has already supported more than 40
such pilot trials. The company’s new Taurus
range of NFC-enabled SIM cards has been
deployed, and it has added MasterCard®
PayPassTM technology, so that these mobile
payments meet the same standards as
conventional card payments.

Up to 600 of the bank’s employees can now
use mobile phones to make contactless
payments in the northern Italian cities of
Milan and Turin at more than 3,000 point of
sale (POS) terminals. The terminals have
been provided to retail outlets such as
supermarkets and cafes by Setefi, Intesa
Sanpaulo Group’s payments organisation.
Using NFC, the customers can pay for their

6
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Mobily selects Gemalto for smart
grid metering and fleet tracking
services in Saudi Arabia

Mobily has selected machine
identification modules (MIM) for the
deployment of M2M services, according
to the suppliers Gemalto, who are
specialists in digital security.
Gemalto’s MIM meets the
demanding and high durability
requirements of industrial
environments in Saudi Arabia’s
acute climates, and it is said will
be the first implementation of
dedicated M2M technology in
the Middle East. The Gemalto
devices will be installed for
upcoming Saudi M2M
projects in smart grid
metering and fleet
tracking.

Saudi Arabian mobile network operator,

www.orga-systems.com

PRODUCT NEWS

New platform helps service providers to profitably
scale to billions of connected devices, says JDSU
JDSU has introduced PacketPortal™, a
Smart Network Application Platform (SNAP)
that allows communications service
providers (CSPs) to profitably scale to
unprecedented bandwidth demand while
providing the highest quality subscriber
experience. Several major network
equipment manufacturers are engaged in
the PacketPortal certification process and
more than 10 service providers are already
in active field trials.
PacketPortal uses microprobe technology
to cost-effectively gather intelligence

anywhere in the network for use with a
suite of customer care, marketing and
other applications. These applications give
service providers a new way to drive
revenue, build strong brands and
command subscriber loyalty.
PacketPortal reportedly provides
ubiquitous, real-time access to critical
network data, replacing traditional
methods that cannot scale to the 50 billion
connected devices that some analysts
predict for 2020. It uses intelligent
microprobes that are easily embedded in

existing routers, switches and other
network elements without increasing their
footprint or power consumption.
These microprobes are auto-discovered and
registered with the PacketPortal software
platform, securely providing network
intelligence for the service provider’s
application environment. The first
generation of PacketPortal captures
network data from optical transceivers
about the size of a USB memory stick.

TCS Family Locator™ deploys quickly
to connect parents and family cars
TeleCommunication Systems, Inc., has
extended its TCS Family Locator™ solution
to the Connected Car. TCS Family Locator
is a simple and secure service that allows
users to locate family members’ vehicles via
an aerial photo or map. The system
monitors when family members arrive at or
leave designated places, and receives
customised alerts. It enables parents to stay
connected to one another and to their teen
drivers, with a simple-to-use solution that can
be accessed from a mobile handset or PC.
With TCS Family Locator, parents can
create alerts for when a family car leaves a
defined area, for a specific date and time,
or for when the car exceeds a defined

speed. These alerts can be viewed via
email, text message (SMS) or internet
browser. Parents can also see a car’s
location history.
Via this cloud-based system, vehicle
manufacturers and telematics service
providers are able to easily and quickly
deploy and scale this service. TCS Family
Locator uses HTML5 services, including
geolocation, CSS 3.0 and other browser
standards to provide a rich user experience
and reach the largest possible audience
with standards-based technology.

Whitehurst, senior vice president,
Commercial Software Group,
TeleCommunication Systems. “Wireless
operators and automotive manufacturers
can now provide families with this added
peace of mind by incorporating the TCS
Family Locator solution with their
Connected Car initiatives.”

“Staying connected and enhancing safety
are top concerns for every family,” said Jay

(For details on these and other stories
go to www.m2mnow.biz )

NEWS UPDATE I NEWS UPDATE I NEWS UPDATE I NEWS UPDATE I NEWS UPDATE I NEWS UPDATE I NEWS UPDATE

Digital signage to entice taste buds
Already one of the world’s largest restaurant
chains, SUBWAY with more than 36,000
restaurants across 99 countries, is still taking
steps to stimulate customers’ appetites.
SUBWAY® TV & RADIO, comprised of
NEXCOM’s fanless NDiS 161 media player
and Real Digital Media’s NEOCAST® digital
signage platform, serves as a
communication medium to help SUBWAY®
franchisees better inform customers of
available options and enhance in-store
customer experiences.
With long operating hours and variable
temperatures, SUBWAY TV & RADIO
required a robust solution that could
withstand these conditions to ensure
successful playback of their promotional
content, especially during peak times. Due
to the scale of the network rollout, SUBWAY

also required future-proofed hardware to
warrant against premature obsolescence.

Amdocs launches M2M and cloudbased Connected Home solutions
Amdocs has launched two new solutions
that enable communication service providers
(CSPs) to quickly and cost-effectively enter
the fast-growing connected devices market.
Amdocs M2M and Connected Home
solutions enable CSPs to create new revenue
streams, provide a unified customer
experience and compete with over-the-top
providers, all of which helps them increase
average revenue per user (ARPU).
Amdocs M2M solution is a pre-packaged,
pre-configured, end-to-end solution that
allows CSPs to quickly onboard and support
partners offering M2M applications such as
smart utility meters, connected electrical

www.orga-systems.com

vehicles and connected wellness. The
real-time solution can support multiple
dynamic business models including
converged, pre-paid and post-paid
and complex M2M value chain,
handling a wide variety of services
and huge volumes of devices.
The Connected Home solution
enables CSPs to rapidly launch
pre-packaged home and business
services such as remote security,
energy, health and multimedia.
These out-of-the-box services
considerably reduce CSP
development times and backoffice investment costs such
as service on-boarding,
inventory control, billing
and customer care.
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THE CONTRACT HOT LIST:
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It's free to be included in The Contract Hot List (below), which shows the companies announcing recent contract wins or product
deployments. If your contract is not listed here just email the details to us now marked "Hot List" <j.cowan@m2mnow.biz>
Vendor/Partners
Convergys Smart
Revenue Solutions
Gemalto
Gemalto
Gemalto
Giesecke & Devrient
Jasper Wireless
Locaid
MerlinCryption LLC
Mobilethink
Motorola Solutions
Netsize
NEXCOM & Real
Digital Media
Orga Systems
PayOne AnyPhone
Sierra Wireless
Telit Wireless Solutions
Transense Technologies plc

Client, Country

Product/Service (Duration & Value)

Awarded

E.ON IT GmbH, International
Crédit Agricole, France
Chase Bank, USA
Mobily, Saudi Arabia
Intel, USA
Etisalat, UAE
Wyless, International
Unnamed OEMs, USA
Digicel, CALA & Pacific
Verizon Enterprise Solutions, USA
CityzenCar, France

Advanced rating and billing functionality for services including smart metering
Supports large-scale deployment of contactless EMV banking cards
Supplies TSM solution for Chase’s enterprise-wide mobile payments platform
Selects MIM for smart grid metering and fleet tracking services
Lifecycle management of secure elements within Smartphone Reference Device
Connected devices platform connects M2M & consumer devices across territories
Providing Location-based Services to Wyless customers & partners globally
Cuts cloning & software/hardware compromise with M2M encryption platform
Tool to analyse composition of the installed devices base for its 11m customers
Verizon to integrate voice & data, Motorola to enable data capture & analysis
SMS-based communications to simplify P2P in car sharing social network

2.2012
2.2012
2.2012
3.2012
3.2012
3.2012
2.2012
2.2012
2.2012
2.2012
2.2012

SUBWAY® TV & Radio, International
Connected Energy - SHAPE, Germany
Snap MyLife, Inc.™, USA
Nestlé Nespresso SA, International
Telefónica, International
EL PE Engineers, India

NDiS 161 media player & NEOCAST® digital signage platform for customer info
Energy & Service Billing Platform integrated into Connected Living IT architecture
Gives subscribers the option to pay for services via any connected device
M2M cloud platform & hardware to connect coffee machines in hotels, offices, etc.
Offer all M2MSPs premium VAS, module innovation and global connectivity
Wireless sensor maker for smart grid apps enters exclusive distribution agreement

3.2012
3.2012
3.2012
2.2012
3.2012
3.2012

For details on these and many other News reports go to: www.m2mnow.biz
Key:
EMV = EuroPay, MasterCard, Visa (Smart debit cards)
LBS = Location-Based Services
M2MSP = Machine-to-Machine Service Providers
MIM = Machine Identification Module
OEM = Original Equipment Manufacturer
P2P = Peer-to-peer
SMS = Short Message Service
TSM = Trusted Service Management
VAS = Value Added Service

Netsize, a mobile commerce enabler
and a Gemalto company, has
announced that CityzenCar, a peerto-peer car sharing social network in
France, has deployed its SMS-based
communication solution to secure
and simplify car rental for consumers.

PRODUCT NEWS

M2M Now appoints Larsson and
Bufalino to its Editorial Board
M2M Now continues to strengthen its
unrivalled Editorial Advisory Board, this time
with the addition of two well-known M2M
industry figures, Gwenn Larsson, Telenor
Connexion’s Head of Marketing and
Partner Management, and Alexander
Bufalino, SVP of Global Marketing at Telit
Wireless Solutions.
Gwenn Larsson has more than 15 years of
engineering, marketing, business
development and B2B sales experience in
the telecom field. Before joining Telenor
Connexion she held the position of Nordic

Sales Director for Huawei. Previous
experiences include positions at
Qualcomm and Motorola. Gwenn Larsson
holds a Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering from Michigan Technological
University. She was born in the US but has
lived in Stockholm since 2000.
Alexander Bufalino joined Telit in 2005.
Prior to Telit he worked for several years for
SIEMENS AG and the SIEMENS AG spin-off
company, Enocean. He then held the
position of Sales Director in Europe at
SIEMENS wireless modules, the M2M

Gwenn Larsson,
joins M2M
Now’s Editorial
Board…

… as does
Alexander
Bufalino of Telit.

business segment. At SIEMENS, Mr.
Bufalino was commended for best sales
achievements in the region at global level.
At Enocean, which markets patented and
unique ultra low power batteryless wireless
modules and sensors, he held the post of
International Sales Director.

Wireless home networking and STB
vendor appoints engineering director
AirTies Wireless Networks, the wireless
home networking and set-top box (STB)
vendor, has announced the appointment of
Mr Nadeem Ullah as director of Hardware
Engineering. AirTies develops and markets
consumer electronics products which
provide five services (high speed internet
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access/ADSL, Wireless LANs, internet-based
telephony/VoIP, and internet-based
television/IPTV, and DVB C,S & T STBs) for
service providers, small businesses and
consumers.
Nadeem Ullah will manage AirTies’ growing

Hardware Engineering Team. The team
works to deliver next generation Hybrid
Set-Top Boxes and wireless home
connectivity products. Ullah will also
continue in his existing capacity defining
the company’s product and silicon
strategy.

www.orga-systems.com

TALKING HEADS

Team, Tools and T-Mobile
are the 3 keys to RACO’s
fun in the sun, says Horn
As a provider of wireless data solutions to the machine-to-machine (M2M)
communications industry, RACO Wireless is perhaps best known for its efforts
to simplify mobile device management, cut costs and assure mission-critical
applications. What Jeremy Cowan also finds is their exuberance at the way
M2M is re-shaping entire industries.
John, you’ve said that RACO Wireless are easier
to do business with now and this is accelerating
growth, can you explain what you mean?

market running and make an awful lot of profit, much
more quickly, because they’re not bound down in the
old processes that M2M used to have in the business.

John Horn: Sure. We have taken the message that we
had for the last nine years at T-Mobile and brought it
to RACO. We’ve combined the three Ts, which for us
are Team, Tools, and T-Mobile. So we’ve got the team
with the most experience, the best tools for the
business, for the T-Mobile network.

M2M Now: What are the barriers that you’ve
taken down?

We have taken down so many barriers and we can
‘onboard’ customers very rapidly, which allows them to
get to market faster, which allows them to manage
their business more effectively. It allows them to have a
very profitable business model.
So, all these things coming together are creating an
environment where companies can really hit the
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JH: Well, the first thing that we did was that we
simplified the certification process. In the US we have
PTCRB certification that’s required by all carriers, what
we have…
M2M Now: Sorry, PTCRB?
JH: It’s easier to just keep it as an acronym (Laughter)*.
What it does is it makes sure all devices meet certain
certification standards so that they are able to roam on
all networks with PTCRB certification. It allows all
devices to roam on all GSM networks.

And what we’ve done is that, with a minimal amount
of due diligence on our side, we allowed them (with
that certification) to be used on T-Mobile’s network.
It takes out all the additional steps that a consumer
device has to go through individually on the carrier
network. So a process that used to take many, many
months, carriers have driven down to many, many
weeks and with thousands of dollars spent. It now
really becomes a 24-hour process.
That’s step one. Step two is that our platform is so
flexible, when someone comes to us with their needs
we don’t try to put them in a box and say, you know,
here are our billing plans, here are our on-boarding
processes. They come to us and say, ‘Here’s what we
need to make our model effective’. We have the ability
to customise and build new rate plans, load them into
our platform and turn them on and give them
connectivity – all on the same day if necessary.
The three Ts message is that we have the team with
the most experience, we have 200 combined years of
M2M experience in our team, which is pretty
significant in an industry that isn’t very old. That
experience really helps us to have the ability to help
our partners’ business. The years enable us to say from
our experience, ‘You might not want to take this road
because we’ve seen people take that in the past’, or
‘You might want to try this because we’ve seen it
being incredibly successful in the past’.That’s the first T.
The next T being the Tools, the tools are so effective,
they’re so flexible and they’re so user friendly. It really
allows them to manage their business in a very
efficient way that they wouldn’t be able to do trying
to build something long-term on their own.
M2M Now: How else is your leadership team
helping partners to grow their businesses?
JH: Just by the fact that we’ve been together for many
years. We don’t have any turnover, we have not had
reorganisations. While the competition has been
through multiple reorganisations, multiple changes of
people, we have had the same core group of people
together for nine years. And that same group of
people we had at T-Mobile is now at RACO Wireless.
M2M Now: You say also that your tools have
helped you to win the 2012 Entrepreneurial

Company of the Year Award from Frost &
Sullivan. Could you elaborate on that? Are you
adding new products regularly?

“We have 200

JH: Yes, because we don’t standstill, we’re constantly
enhancing what we have and the ability to provide
because of our toolset. We’re now launching full call
centre support for our partners in case they don’t have
their own 24 x 7 call centre – which most of them
don’t, most of these companies don’t have the depth
and maturity and time in the business to build that
kind of call centre support.

M2M experience in

So we’re going to offer that as a product and a service
to all of our partners. And that will allow them to be
able to have the look and feel of an established
company with that type of call centre. But they don’t
have to build it all themselves, it’ll be a packaged
product provided to them.

- John Horn, RACO

combined years of

our team, which is
pretty significant in
an industry that isn’t
very old.”

Wireless

We’re also adding new features to our OMS, which is
Omega Management Suite platform, our main toolset.
Every single day we are looking to enhance it and to
stay ahead of the curve. Our objective is not to be
reacting to the competition, but to be setting the next
level that the competition has to react to.
M2M Now: Could you tell me more about the
Omega Management Suite?
JH: Sure. Omega Management Suite allows the total
flexibility on our side to build multiple rate plans for
people very quickly. It allows us to re-skin it with their
own customised graphics so it can look like it’s theirs,
and we can do it very quickly. It allows them to have
complete management of their subscribers, so they
can set thresholds and alerts. If they have multiple
product features and someone starts to use more data
than they anticipate, they have the ability to go in and
proactively change the rate plans and do things to
manage their cost and manage their usage, and not
have any surprises later in the month.
It’s a really good, effective tool for them. They can
create not only the alerts but they can create different
types of billing groups. They can do many things that
allow them control. The bottom line here is giving
them the ability to manage their business, not us
telling them from a financial perspective how they have
to manage it. It’s putting that control in their hands.

M2M Now April - May 2012
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* PTCRB is a global

“We’re now launching full call centre support for our partners in case they don’t have

organisation created by
mobile network operators
to provide an

their own 24 x 7 call centre – which most of them don’t.”
- John Horn, RACO Wireless

independent evaluation
process where GSM /
UMTS Type Certification
can take place. The
PTCRB was established in
1997 as the certification
forum by North American
cellular operators. Now a
‘pseudo-acronym’, PTCRB
no longer stands for its
original meaning of the
PCS Type Certification
Review Board (then
named after the
GSM1900 MHz band in

M2M Now: Is there anything like this in the
market already?
JH: Yes, I think there are things that are similar but I
think that there’s nothing that has the complete level
of flexibility that we have, and that goes back to our
aim of being easiest to do business with. Flexibility
really creates an environment that it’s easy for them to
manage their business.
M2M Now: Could you tell me more about
T-Mobile’s recent announcement of their
commitment to 2G for machine-to-machine?
Obviously, this is an important message.

North America). Instead,
PTCRB is a recognised
method to discuss
technical issues and the
resolution of problems in
a harmonised way.

JH: Oh, absolutely. You know you look at other
companies who are abandoning 2G. What T-Mobile’s
doing is they’re going to re-farm a lot of that 2G
spectrum for LTE and other products. But they’re
leaving a major segment of that 2G spectrum behind,
specifically just to support our millions of M2M
customers. It’s going to allow us to support that
spectrum in the business for years to come without
fear of all those towers going dark for our new
technologies. So, we really appreciate T-Mobile’s
commitment to that 2G platform.
M2M Now: What will be the first evidence, the
first effect of that that your customers will
see?
JH: We’ll still be here when others aren’t.
(Laughter). You know you look at companies in
the M2M world and the majority of
solutions are perfectly fine with
2G. The companies that need
significant bandwidth for their
solution, as far as I’m
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concerned should just skip straight to 4G – there’s no
reason to even be lost on 3G. But if you don’t have
the need for 4G, the cost of the modules, the cost of
that infrastructure is a pretty significant jump from 2G.
And so we’re telling our customers if 2G works just
fine for you, great, we’re here to support it. If you
need a higher speed of bandwidth, you should go
straight to HSPA or ultimately to LTE when it’s ready.
M2M Now: Yes. And finally, I’ve heard you say,
‘We couldn’t be having any more fun growing a
business’.
JH: Yes, you know, we just love what we’re doing. I
think one of the reasons that our team has been
together for almost a decade is we enjoy what we do,
we enjoy working together, we enjoy the excitement
of all the new solutions that are coming to the
marketplace.
One thing that I said in the past is, ‘I feel like a kid in
the candy store’, because we get to see all the newest,
latest, greatest technologies that people are
developing each and every day. And these
technologies are changing industries and the way
entire verticals within industry are being managed.
So it’s a lot of fun and the fact is we’re growing, and
we’re seeing not only growth in our headcount, we’re
seeing growth in our customers, growth
in the overall business. And
that’s exciting at a time when
there are a lot of industries
that are struggling out
there. So we’re having
lots of fun.

MWC 2012 REVIEW

Ugly duckling M2M emerges in
Barcelona as pure white swan
Machine-to-machine (M2M) communications has had a curious relationship with the
GSMA’s Mobile World Congress over the years, writes Jeremy Cowan. If they thought
of it at all, delegates at the smaller Congresses in Cannes during the 1990s, often
saw M2M as something oily, low-margin and dull. But over the last couple of years in
Barcelona M2M has gone from the ugly duckling to a brilliant white swan, hatching
shiny new services that promise major revenue growth and get keynote billing.
The importance of M2M and connected devices to the
mobile comms community was amply demonstrated
by the way in which Hans Vestberg, CEO of the No. 1
infrastructure vendor, Ericsson used his keynote
speech at Mobile World Live to stress the importance
of this technology in enabling the ‘networked society’.

OnStar will rely on Telefónica’s international GSM
mobile standard network and its M2M automotive
expertise to offer key services such as automatic crash
notification, emergency services, turn-by-turn
navigation, diagnostics, remote mobile connectivity
and more.

He reiterated the company’s oft-quoted forecast that
by 2020 there will be 50 billion connected devices
saying, “When one person gets connected their life
changes. When everything connects the world
changes.”

OnStar’s connected mobility systems are enabled by its
Advanced Telematics Operating Management System.
The ATOMS automotive cloud platform already
connects to more than 6 million OnStar customers
globally.

M2M on the move

“We are very pleased to have reached this agreement
with OnStar, which is a market leader in connected
services for the automotive industry,” said Carlos
Morales, Global M2M Director at Telefónica Digital.
“Our global M2M offering as well as our own
experience in the sector allows us to provide a quality
M2M service. This is a long-term agreement.”
“Earlier this year we announced that OnStar is
growing its global footprint,” said Jon Hyde, director
of OnStar Global Expansion. “This partnership is one
of the vital first steps in that process.”

One of the centrepieces of Ericsson’s exhibits in its
own hall (if you missed it, go next time for the calm,
efficient delivery of everything from managed services
to canapés) was the connected vehicle prepared in
collaboration with Volvo, Gothenburg’s Viktoria
Institute, and Goteborg Energi. There’s a great
video on our website in which the wonderfully
eccentric Anders Fagerholt, programme manager
telematics, shows Ericsson’s M2M credentials in style
(http://bit.ly/wAovOP).
Telefónica was busy on its home turf in Barcelona, as
its M2M business strengthened its position in the
automobile sector by supporting OnStar’s global
expansion. OnStar LLC, a subsidiary of General
Motors, has agreed with Spain’s incumbent operator,
through its Telefónica Digital and Telefónica
Multinational Solutions divisions, to provide M2M
connectivity for OnStar-equipped GM vehicles in
markets outside the US, Canada and China.

“When one person gets
connected their life
changes. When
everything connects the
world changes.”
- Hans Vestberg, CEO,
Ericsson

This initial agreement, the length and value of which
were undisclosed, focuses on offering current OnStar
services. But over time, the agreement could include
the development and creation of future joint offerings.
The GSMA has made a feature of connected devices
and the Internet of Things at the last two Congresses,
this year in the form of the Connected Home, a
house-sized pavilion that gave glimpses of tomorrow’s
M2M Now April - May 2012
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connected lifestyle. As a partner of Vodafone, one of
the sponsors of the Connected House, Airbiquity
demonstrated a solution for integrating mobile
phones, applications and cloud-based services safely
and efficiently into the driving experience.
Said Kamyar Moinzadeh, president and CEO of
Airbiquity, “Airbiquity is constantly working to create
innovative solutions enabling drivers to safely
incorporate their connected digital lifestyles into their
driving experience.”
The company also announced the full launch of its
Application Developer Program. Application Developer
Program participants will receive the full Airbiquity
Application Development Kit (ADK), enabling
smartphone application developers to enable their
apps to be compatible with Airbiquity’s in-vehicle
Mobile Integration solution.
Launched with AT&T, KT and Vodafone and their
partners – Accenture, Airbiquity, AQ Corporation,
Ericsson, Intel, KTH, Qualcomm, Rsupport, Sony
and Zelitron – the GSMA Connected House showed
how mobile technology is already improving people’s
lives. Visitors were able to explore how wireless
communications can make your home more
intelligent, how mHealth services can improve people’s
wellbeing, and how connectivity in cars will keep
drivers better informed.

Global footprints
AT&T used the event to announce a worldwide
platform system featuring a single SIM. The SIM, along
with the service management platform, AT&T Control
Center powered by Jasper Wireless, arms connected
and M2M device manufacturers with the ability to
manage global wireless device deployment and
operations across markets with advanced diagnostic
tools and smart process automation.
Device manufacturers worldwide are wirelessly
enabling thousands of new connected and M2M
device applications in many industries, but their basic,
global deployment needs are the same: they require
broad, readily accessible wireless and mobile
broadband coverage in each target market, and a
wireless single SIM solution suitable for scalable
deployment across the world markets.
See the video of Ericsson’s
charmingly eccentric
Anders Fagerholt showing
you round the Connected
Vehicle at
http://bit.ly/wAovOP
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Although not the first to do so, the US-based carrier
has now enabled several of the world’s largest device
deployments with a single SIM, focusing on expanding
global wireless coverage, adding globally-ready
platforms and recruiting the right mix of global
expertise to support multi-national enterprise
customers and consumer electronics manufacturers.
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“Lessons learned by market leading manufacturers
suggest that a single carrier supplier with a single SIM
solution is often preferred over working directly with
multiple regional wireless carriers,” said Glenn Lurie,
president of emerging segments, AT&T. “Managing
multiple relationships becomes increasingly complex
and costly with each additional target market. With
our single SIM dedicated exclusively to the Global
M2M Offering, the benefit comes from a single
solution, backed by an industry leading well managed
platform.”
Another US-based enterprise making the headlines
was CalAmp Corp., a provider of wireless products
and services. It introduced four new GPRS and HSPA
wireless communications products for mobile resource
management (MRM) applications. These aim to
provide its customers with robust, reliable wireless
data comms for local fleet management, insurance,
trailer tracking, vehicle finance, stolen vehicle recovery
and remote start applications.
CalAmp’s new Location Messaging Unit (LMU) and
Trailer Tracking Unit (TTU) products enable global
positioning satellite (GPS) tracking and cellular-based
wireless communications capabilities for monitoring
and tracking 12-volt and 24-volt vehicles. The new
products are equipped with low-power 16G-force
accelerometers capable of measuring hard braking,
hard acceleration and collision events.
Location was also a key theme for Locaid, a Locationas-a-Service(LaaS) company, and Wyless, a global
M2M managed services provider. They announced that
Locaid will provide location-based services (LBS) to
Wyless customers and partners across the globe.
Wyless will be integrating Locaid’s LaaS into Porthos,
the former’s award-winning management platform.
Wyless customers and partners will soon be able to
access ‘on demand’ location details of their Wylessenabled M2M devices throughout the US and Europe.
Together the two companies will provide LBS in the
120+ countries covered by the Wyless network. An
application in Porthos will allow customers to directly
access the device location to build LBS capabilities into
their own applications.
“The LBS partnership with Locaid will provide Wyless
customers and partners with carrier-grade location
without the need for a separate GPS device, without
hardware modifications, application downloads, user
interaction, service calls or software,” said Art Nava,
technical services director, Wyless. “It adds value to
our customers’ and partners’ applications whether in
healthcare, asset tracking, security or entertainment by
providing location verification of devices.”

NFC and mobile payments
also hit the headlines
The US-based mobile payment venture, Isis, which is
backed by AT&T, Verizon Wireless and T-Mobile
USA, intends to launch this summer in Utah and Texas.
For this to happen the partners will need to overcome
the common hurdle that stands in the way of Near Field
Communications-based projects, the delivery of enough
NFC-enabled handsets to make the scheme viable.
Speaking at MWC, Isis’s CEO, Michael Abbott declared
there was potential for mobile wallets to replace your
physical billfold or purse. Asked if this meant there
would be a raft of new NFC devices coming onto the
market now, he would only say that the partners had
made a “significant commitment” to deliver enough
handsets for the venture. Watch this space.
We’ve already reported on France-based Veolia’s work
with Orange to create a smart metering operator,
M2O City. So it was interesting to see the progress
that the two are making together in enabling an NFCbased travel payment scheme in Nice. The problems
appear to stem not so much from a shortage of
devices or infrastructure but from a lack of interest
among the travelling public, who cannot see sufficient
cost or efficiency advantages in the technology. A more
compelling story may be made for mobile payments,
say observers, when schemes in various sectors are
brought together in a single mobile wallet application.
RIM obviously feels that there’s no harm – particularly
given its recent service, share price and leadership
woes – in associating with blue chip brands. On its
BlackBerry™ stand RIM unveiled a Porsche 911 fully
loaded with BlackBerry technology and equipped with
one-touch NFC pairing.
An NFC tag located within the vehicle, allows the
driver’s BlackBerry NFC phone to be automatically
paired with the Porsche’s in-car systems with a single

touch. Other applications installed in the car included
voice recognition for location finding and navigation.
Consumer trust means more than brand recognition,
though. Giesecke & Devrient (G&D) presented a
portfolio of end-to-end solutions for ensuring the
security of mobile digital applications. G&D showed
solutions for all aspects of NFC payment, including
Trusted Service Management (TSM), Subscription
Management and M2M, SIM and Device Management
and the protection of sensitive applications on
handsets and netbooks by MobiCore©, a secure
operating system (TEE, Trusted Execution
Environment). These, says the company, will be of
particular interest to network operators, banks, public
transportation providers and OEMs.
G&D’s focus at the show was on NFC and Trusted
Service Management (TSM) solutions for ensuring
secure application management on mobile devices,
but the Munich headquartered company also
highlighted subscription management, encompassing
over-the-air (OTA) personalisation and activation of
SIM cards in M2M devices. In addition, G&D presented
the SmartTrust AirOn M2M server platform, which
enables the remote administration of M2M SIM cards
and M2M modules.
For more information on these and other MWC
stories go to: www.m2mnow.biz
Next year’s Mobile World Congress will be held
at a new venue in Barcelona, Spain from
February 25-28, 2013.
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All things mobile

period

CTIA is All Things Mobile. Now with new dates in May, International CTIA

WIRELESS 2012 is even better positioned to meet the needs of the global wireless
marketplace. This bold move is more than a change of date. It is the best opportunity to create a more
personalized, powerful experience at the one place for carrier services, enterprise, communications,
apps, content and social networking.
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Convention & Exposition May 8–10, 2012
Ernest N. Morial Convention Center

Get Connected!

New Orleans, LA

WWW.CTIASHOWS.COM

OPERATOR INTERVIEW

Embedded connections
create new services for
Telenor Connexion clients
Interview with Telenor Connexion’s
Robert Brunbäck, head of market
and product strategy
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M2M Now: Is the phrase M2M still valid? After
all, embedded connectivity is part of all our
lives, whether it's in our cars, homes or
consumer devices.
Robert Brunbäck: Yes, the field of M2M is
changing rapidly and moving from a technology
push phase to more a consumer pull where
increasing focus is put on end-user value instead of
technical possibilities. Embedded connectivity is
becoming a natural and integrated part of all kinds
of products and devices for various purposes; hence
the machine-to-machine term is in that context
quite limited. In most cases it is all about what
value a connected service can bring to me as a user.
M2M Now: It's not just communications
service providers who look at device
connectivity as an additional revenue source
these days. Digital cameras, home video and
audio, domestic white goods, healthcare,
security and surveillance ... the opportunities
are endless. So, is the search for better
business models today's greatest challenge?
RB: As more and more companies are going online
with their products, they explore new potential
from both revenue and cost perspective.
Increasingly, online/connected services is seen as a
new growth potential; finding new business models
and a more competitive offering towards endcustomers or new joint product development with
(likewise connected) partners.
One very interesting, but still quite unexplored, area
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is the value of data and information from
connected products/users to other actors. So far,
most companies are fairly tied to existing business
models and hesitant to open up platforms and data
for third party usage. A connected car could, for
instance, gather much information that could be
really valuable for other sectors beyond the obvious
car manufacturer needs.
I think we will see more of non-traditional cooperations across vertical service sectors, such as
insurance companies, public authorities (road tolls
etc.), on-the road services (gas stations, restaurants
etc.) making use of data gathered from the same
embedded telematics system. So far, the progress is
fairly slow – but we are starting to see some
promising signs of more openness paving the way
for re-invented business models and more crossindustry collaboration.
M2M Now: What are the key factors that new
entrants to M2M and connected device
markets should consider – in the longer term
as well as during the service set up and
launch?
RB: In general, many companies underestimate the
effects a connected product brings to the company.
Often, it is seen as a technology decision as
opposed to a strategic decision of what you want
to bring to market. The un-connected ‘dumb’
product is getting connected, thus increasingly
intelligent, upgradable and tied to services around
the core product. This is effecting many parts of the

company; product development, sales
channels, CRM approach, operational
routines and in many cases the overall
business model. I believe the general
uptake of M2M has been slower than
some analyst predictions due to the fact
this transformation is quite challenging
and takes time. Technology wise it is more
straight forward these days, but there
must be a very solid understanding of
what you want to achieve both short and
long-term since the product life-cycle from
specification to end in many cases is up to
10-15 years.
We have supported companies like
Securitas Direct, Daimler, Scania and
TomTom for many years in global
deployments of connected machines and
devices. Based on that experience we
conduct workshops and training sessions
(M2M Quality Programme) where we try
to take a holistic end-to-end approach in
addressing key learnings, common pitfalls
and issues to consider in aspects ranging
from technology setup, business implications
and operational routines and processes.
All parts are equally important to ensure a
reliable, sustainable and commercially
viable solution for our customer. We are an
integrated part of our customer’s business
and life critical products – hence, if we can
help them succeed we will succeed.

M2M Now: Some network operators
have tried to replicate their traditional
network usage and service creation in
the M2M space, with poor results.
How are Telenor Connexion's
connected services offerings, customer
relationships and business processes
different from other M2M service
providers?
RB: Telenor Connexion has worked in the
field for more than 12 years, and one of
the key learnings is that the customer
demands differ substantially from
traditional telco business, therefore a
separate approach is essential. This
includes, of course, the overall
functionality and setup, where we need to
have more flexibility in billing and
provisioning systems to support various
customers business models as well as more
scalability in all systems from core nodes to
IS/IT systems.

Robert Brunbäck is Head of
Product and Market Strategy
within service provider
Telenor Connexion AB, a fully
owned subsidiary within
Telenor Group solely focusing
on global M2M/Telematics
services. He brings 10 years
of experience in large-scale
M2M deployments, product
development and go-tomarket strategies on a global
scene. Robert Brunbäck
holds an M.Sc. degree in
Marketing & Communications
from Växjö University,
Sweden.

Moreover, M2M is a far more global
business than the traditional local telco
setup which needs to be reflected in
everything from network partner structure
and SLAs to currency support in billing
systems.
Alongside the overall product offering the
processes and routines in operations,
upgrades and error handling must be
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adapted to the fact that we are an integrated part
of business- and life - critical solutions. Implementing
these kinds of aspects on top of an existing legacy
telco system is simply not possible. Most important
is that we have created a dedicated organisation
with solid experience in designing, validating and
operating connected services on a global basis.
Hence, the best effort mentality from the telco
industry is simply not enough in the M2M world,
our M2M solution experts are monitoring,
surveilling and taking proactive action 24/7/365 to
ensure operational levels for our customers.
M2M Now: How can service providers like
Telenor Connexion make it easier for your
clients to go to market with a new M2M
service offering that is lean and cost-effective,
delivering quality services and a healthy
bottom line?
RB: We want to make it easier and more cost
effective for our customers to go to market. Smart
and cost-efficient solutions for how to capture and
manage sensor data combined with reliable and
global communication services provides the
baseline. And we have developed a unique service
to optimise and reduce traffic consumption to bring
down operational cost for our customers. Proactive
support, service management and customised
routines/process around the complete solution are
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equally important. In addition, as connectivity
becomes an integrated part of daily life, security,
privacy and integration become key parameters.
Ensuring end-to-end security with low overhead
and suited for wireless M2M environments is of key
importance in moving forward. Working with
global OEMs such Hitachi, Volvo, Nissan, this has
always been one of our focus areas and we are
now further strengthening this area – launching a
new state of the art security solution suited for M2M
solutions on a global basis. We are, of course, also
joining forces with some of the best companies in
the M2M field through our partnership programme –
helping our customers with expertise in M2M
hardware, software and systems integration areas.
M2M Now: What lessons have you learned
from global scale service deployments that
have benefited other customers?
RB: Overall, making it easier to deploy connected
products without compromising reliability or
security are cornerstones to Telenor Connexion
business. Experiences from global large-scale
customer deployments are constantly pushing us to
find smarter ways to enable connected services for
our customers. Our role is really to help our
customers re-invent themselves and realise new
business value – exciting times as we have only
seen the very beginning of this development!

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS C ASE STUDY

Supporting Eddie Stobart to deliver
first class service to major retailers
Client: Eddie Stobart Chilled Distribution; nationwide temperature controlled logistics.
Challenge: Ensure constant uptime of business-critical IT systems to facilitate smooth
supply chain logistics to major UK retailers and manufacturers.
Solution: Phoenix monitors Eddie Stobart’s electronic data interchange (EDI) system and
supports UK chilled sites with a managed break-fix service for all core IT hardware.
The cross-docking process is centred on the transfer,
picking and consolidation of chilled loads of fresh
produce, and it relies on the latest IT to ensure that
loads match the orders from individual supermarkets.
As the warehouse operation works 24 hours a day, it
cannot afford any downtime as it would have a
massive impact on the entire retail supply chain.
Phoenix remotely monitors Stobart’s EDI in real-time
and provides hardware break-fix support for the system
on which the picking operation relies. The warehouse
management system (WMS) allows the Stobart team
to effectively monitor where pallets are within the
warehouse and their progress during the delivery cycle.
Large retail customers
“As we deal with fresh produce, we rely on our WMS
and EDI infrastructure to support this fast moving
element of our business. If our IT systems fail, orders
will not be sent out on time and our large retail
customers’ operations will be adversely effected,” says
Vince Sparks, IT Director for the Stobart Group.
The EDI system also proactively communicates with
customers, including order updates and expected
delivery times, to ensure that they are ready to take
delivery of goods at stores.
Sparks continues: “For such a fast moving operation
it’s essential that we can effectively communicate with
our customers to keep them informed to ensure that
they are primed to take deliveries. We rely on EDI for
inbound and outbound messaging to communicate
with their systems, and Phoenix’s proactive monitoring
identifies any message issues, avoiding problems.”
The system flags up any messages held in a queue
more than two minutes and we have a 15 minute

response time to let ESL know, but in the meantime
we have a pre-determined procedure to follow to
release the messages and ensure continuation of
service. Phoenix also supports Stobart’s UK chilled sites
with a managed IT service for all core hardware, such
as servers, with a break-fix service across the
warehousing and administrative parts of the business.
Phoenix works with the Stobart internal helpdesk,
which escalates user queries to Phoenix’s nationwide
network of engineers. They then rectify any problems
on site within Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that are
prioritised according to the hardware’s operational
necessity to the business.
“For the hardware fix service in particular, we like the
fact that Phoenix’s engineers are geographically
spread, so that they can effectively support our UK
centres. It also means that we receive a reliable service
from them and that all of the SLAs are met or often
exceeded,” continues Sparks.
As part of the systems monitoring process, Phoenix
also delivers monthly management reports. This not
only gives an overview of performance against the
agreed SLA, it also helps the teams to identify any
problem patterns for speedy resolution before they
impact the operation of the business.
“Stobart Chilled Division operates in a pressurised
market. We’ve have found Phoenix to offer a very
flexible approach to service delivery. In terms of SLAs
they often surpass them, especially if we unexpectedly
find we need something urgently within the business.
“For us, the purpose of an outsourced IT service is to
support our in-house IT skills to run a smooth
operation 24/7, 365 days a year. Having access to such
a high level of specialist knowledge is proving a great
benefit to Stobart Chilled Division,” concludes Sparks.

Vince Sparks,
Stobart Group IT
Director: Ensuring
SLAs are met or
exceeded

Business Benefits
• Real-time monitoring
means SLAs always
met and often exceeded
• IT uptime maximised
to support pressurised
logistics environment
• Geographic spread of
engineers delivers
rapid nationwide IT
support
• Gives Stobart’s IT
team cost-effective
access to specialist
knowledge
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CTIA WIRELESS 2012

Welcome to New Orleans
This year the organisers have returned International CTIA WIRELESS to the city of
New Orleans, which last played host to the event in 2005. In tune with the city’s posthurricane transformation, the show keeps growing. The exhibition space is designed to
accommodate more than 40,000 mobile industry professionals and over 360 firsttime exhibitors. There are two Retail and Technology zones, and 15 Technology
Pavilions one of which is home to machine-to-machine (M2M) communications.

What else is different?
This year CTIA are launching a New Solutions
Showcase with interactive exhibits from companies
such as AT&T, Verizon, Dell and Accenture.
Attendees will experience new innovations and the see
the impact of wireless enterprise technology in
industry verticals like automotive, energy and health.
There are also new afternoon keynote sessions, with
the four largest US mobile carriers in a roundtable
discussion moderated by CNBC’s Jim Cramer on
Tuesday, May 8. And President Bill Clinton wrapping
up the show in the final keynote at 2.00pm on
Thursday, May 10.
Add to this, the CTIA Executive Forum, CTIA World

featuring exhibits including a BUZZ Zone Stage for live
CEO and executive interviews; Emerging Technology
Showcase with more than 100 of the newest
innovations; a new CTIA show social and mobile app,
called MyCTIA. This social platform, presented by
VivaStream™, helps attendees make real connections
that go beyond the show floor. With its Who To
Know™ ranking based on interests, profile, and skills,
attendees can meet like-minded people before, during
and after the show.
Finally, enjoy CTIA’s networking events and don’t miss
the music and fun in New Orleans. There’s a CTIA VIP
hospitality tent at the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage
Festival or you can chill out to the sounds of Third Eye
Blind and Better Than Ezra at CTIA Unplugged.

IN THE NEWS
Digi and Wind River team up
for cloud-connected M2M
Among the M2M topics under discussion around the
halls in New Orleans will be the news that exhibitor,
Digi International (NASDAQ: DGII) and Wind River are
collaborating on cloud-connected wireless M2M
systems. As we first reported online at the end of
March, the pair will develop a new family of cloudconnected wireless machine-to-machine offerings.

real-time traffic data communicated to a
vehicle’s GPS, to remote health
monitoring systems transmitting data
to a doctor’s computer, to smart
meters transmitting data on
utility usage, the spectrum of
ways in which intelligence
from remote machines
can and will be used
is vast.

The M2M Solution Builder kits will include a
combination of hardware, software, cloud connectivity
and access to tailored M2M development services. This
complete end-to-end system, designed for
performance- and connectivity-driven applications, is
intended to dramatically simplify the creation of an
M2M solution.
Analysts IDC expect that by 2015,
intelligent M2M systems will account
for more than a third of the
volume of all embedded
systems worldwide. From
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SPOTLIGHT ON ARROW

Arrow Electronics:

End-to-end solutions and
the right partnerships
Arrow Electronics is a global provider of products, services and solutions to
industrial and commercial users of electronic components and enterprise computing
solutions, with 2011 sales of US$21.4 billion. Arrow is a supply channel partner for
more than 120,000 original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), contract
manufacturers and commercial customers through a global network of more than
390 locations. Here, Joseph Zaloker, Arrow’s Director of Technical Marketing, tells
M2M Now about his company’s role as a leading M2M solutions provider.

“Arrow and our
silicon partners,
module vendors,
service carrier
suppliers, Cloud
and billing
service partners
are collaborating
to simplify device
connections.”
- Joseph Zaloker,
Arrow
Electronics

M2M Now: What is required to be a leading provider of M2M products and services in
today’s market?
Joseph Zaloker: Arrow understands many of our traditional embedded customers and many of our nontraditional customers are looking for a trusted advisor to help them navigate what is required to deploy a
robust M2M solution, from the edge devices all the way to the enterprise applications. In our view, the
ability to offer and deliver a full end-to end solution and associated services is what is required in today’s
marketplace to be a leader.
Arrow and our chosen suppliers like Intel, Telit, Kontron and ILS Technology have collaborated to provide
a full, end-to-end M2M product solution enabling complete, working deployments for our clients. With our
strategic suppliers we are able to demonstrate solutions for vertical markets including remote monitoring,
digital signage, telematics, retail, track and trace, to name a few.
By offering end-to-end solutions and aligning with the right technology partners to help the customers
step-by-step though system architecture, software and security, service carrier, Cloud enablement, and
billing services options, we stand out as a full provider of M2M solutions.
In addition to hardware and software, what makes Arrow’s solutions truly unique compared to other
providers is Arrow’s ability to offer all the pieces required of an M2M application including cellular data
plans, Cloud computing and M2M billing services. We offer our clients supply chain and logistics support,
contract manufacturing partners and design services to build products for clients globally. We work with our
customers and their ideas and guide them along the entire product development and deployment process.
M2M Now: What role will Arrow and their strategic partners like Intel and ILS Technology play in
the advancement of the ‘Internet of Things’?
JZ: Advancing the ‘Internet of Things’ will require integrated, standards-based systems to allow customers
to focus on their core competency and leverage others’ outside technical expertise. Creating market-ready
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M2M solutions requires many elements
including silicon, an embedded platform,
middleware, a robust tools environment
and sample applications. No single
vendor has the breadth of product or
technical expertise to provide all of
these ingredients, so the need to
collaborate is vitally important.
Arrow and franchised partners
including Intel, Telit, Kontron, ILS
Technology and Wind River have
collaborated and are focused on
reducing the complexity between the
hardware and software, by offering a
fully validated platform to address the
needs of the M2M community from
the edge device to the enterprise.
Offering a standards-based platform
allows developers to focus on what
they do best: write and deploy new
service offerings and applications,
rather than designing devices.
Creating robust M2M Application
Platforms is the next logical step to help
speed M2M advancement. These
solutions provide back-end support
enabling developers to remotely monitor
and manage their edge assets, and build the
enterprise application around them.
Tools such as the Intel Atom processor-based
deviceWISE M2M Deployment Kit help OEMs
quickly connect remote devices, aggregate data
streams from the edge devices, and push the data
to enterprise systems allowing the user to apply
business intelligence and analytics to the aggregated
data. As a result, the M2M application seamlessly
integrates into existing business processes, creating
immense efficiencies and enabling new, revenuegenerating services and applications to be easily deployed
and integrated into clients’ overall business.
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SPOTLIGHT ON ARROW

Joseph Zaloker
is Director
of Technical
Marketing
at Arrow
Electronics

Embedding analytics within the business processes
and leveraging those analytics in operational
applications creates the opportunity to inject
intelligence into the process. By creating solutions,
which allow for faster, more efficient data capture
and employing more advanced analytics on these
platforms, the user can create operational decisions
in response to events where analytics drive the
business process workflow.
M2M Now: Looking toward 2013 and beyond,
where do you anticipate the biggest growth
opportunity will be for M2M?
JZ: M2M helps businesses improve process
efficiencies, bring new services to their customers,
lower the cost of doing business and ensure
regulatory compliance. We believe all segments will
benefit. One area that crosses many segments
where we see growth opportunity in M2M is
Environmental Monitoring.

“The cost of
deploying M2M
solutions is
another hurdle
as each M2M
solution is
unique.”
- Joseph Zaloker,
Arrow
Electronics

Environmental monitoring is a catch-all for a variety
of other segments, including:
• Building management
• SCADA systems and waste water management
• Smart energy
• Transportation
• Agriculture chemical monitoring
Other growing areas include:
• Healthcare, Telemedicine, Home Patient
Monitoring
• Industrial embedded
• Retail
• Smart kiosk and digital signage
A few other trends to watch are:
Wireless Nodes and Sensors: The need to collect
environmental data from a system or environment
is driving an evolution of smart connected sensors.
Optimised to minimise cost, size, and battery life.

Communications technology such as WPAN
802.15.4 and WLAN 802.11, enable ready-to-use
sensor solutions across many vertical market
deployments.
Digital Communication Solutions: To help drive
adoption and deployment of digital signage, Arrow
has created digital signage platforms, leveraging
technology such as LCD panels, X86 box level
product, cellular modems, GPS, service airtime and
Cloud connectivity to create out-of-the-box digital
signage solutions for customers. This is a great
example of leveraging our core and new M2M
partners to create comprehensive solutions that
help our clients get to market much sooner.
M2M Now: What are the hurdles that still
need to be addressed in this industry?
JZ: In all industries, especially in emerging ones,
there are always hurdles needing to be overcome
and opportunities for technology advancement.
One such opportunity is collapsing the value chain
to simplify the connection of non-IP edge devices.
Connecting non-IP-based sensors and devices is
one area where hurdles exist today. Lack of
standardisation in hardware and software, as
exhibited with the many different protocol stacks
currently implemented at the edge are examples of
hurdles clients wrestle with today when trying to
connect their embedded devices.
Frankly, the industry as whole is still a bit
fragmented. At Arrow, we are helping to solve
these challenges for the industry by bringing
together a complete ecosystem of suppliers and
solutions from edge devices to the data centre.
Arrow and our silicon partners, module vendors,
service carrier suppliers, Cloud and billing service
partners are collaborating to simplify device
connections. Other areas of collaboration are with

Overview of Arrow Electronics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Founded in 1935
Fortune 200 company
One of the largest global electronic distributors in the world
Global network of more than 200 sales locations
30 distribution / value added centres in 53 countries and territories
Provide a wide variety of services to help OEM and EMS customers succeed in today’s
highly competitive markets.
• Services include: system-level and architecture support, supply chain and logistics
services, contract manufacturing and product returns management
• Arrow Service offerings span the technology lifecycle
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the tool chain vendors and operating systems
companies to make it easy to add the necessary
stack and connection software enabling
connectivity from the edge to the enterprise.

integrated, secure, optimised software coupled
with robust hardware tools will help ease both
complexity and security concerns, and facilitate
adoption.

The cost of deploying M2M solutions can be a
significant hurdle as each M2M solution is unique.
The systems put together by OEM integrators are
still highly customised and may not scale even
within a vertical. This can prove to be a hurdle to
smaller business, as the return on investment may
be difficult to justify.

M2M Now: What has to be put in place to
address these hurdles?

By putting together solutions for our customers,
such as our Digital Communications Solutions or
the Intel Atom processor-based deviceWISE M2M
Deployment Kit, Arrow is enabling companies with
limited resources to get to market quicker without
all the expensive NRE required if they rolled their
own custom solution.
Security of the data is another area that must be
overcome to successfully deploy and scale M2M
deployments. Remote devices may need to be
serviced and accessed by service personnel from
time to time, which requires a company to open a
temporary tunnel for service and provide access to
areas of data. Machine data and medical data, for
instance, should not be accessible when updating
the firmware or downloading error codes from the
system. Partners like ILS Technology offer security
all the way to the file level to protect sensitive data
while still enabling access to system data required
for routine maintenance or troubleshooting. Pre-

JZ: Working with industry leaders, suppliers and
companies like Arrow Electronics who have forged
partnerships to help collapse the value chain, we in
the industry need to be the thought leaders and to
forge solutions that help simplify M2M adoption.
In addition, standards need to be developed and
driven by the industry around security and privacy
issues. For example, ETSI in Europe and TIA in the
US are groups working on M2M standards that will
benefit the entire industry.
M2M Now: How can customers leverage what
Arrow and their partners have created?
JZ: The advancement of M2M implementations and
product design are well underway. Every day we
see new devices and services created which drive
the imagination even further to what is possible.
Helping our customers take their product ideas to
realisation is what we at Arrow Electronics do every
day. If you and your company are thinking about
how smart intelligent connectivity and Cloud
services might help drive your business moving
forward, please contact us at m2m.arrow.com.

Enterprise Integration in Hours: Welcome to M2M 2.0
Arrow Electronics and partners Intel and ILS Technology are already breaking down the complexity of
the M2M value chain and taking M2M from outlier to IT integration.
Most large corporations are already dependent on some form of an enterprise back-office system in
which they undoubtedly have invested significant time and money. Many run on platforms from the
big IT vendors like IBM, SAP and Oracle. With these systems in place, companies want to upgrade
them with real-time information directly from distributed assets.
To do so, the customer will likely start with an M2M gateway and retrofit their base of installed assets.
Thanks to integration with Intel and ILS Technology, Arrow Electronics offers the deviceWISE M2M
Deployment Kit. With the deviceWISE Agent pre-installed on an Intel Atom processor-based gateway,
asset data collection and event generation can easily be configured so that meaningful information
can be sent directly into enterprise applications using the deviceWISE M2M Application Platform.
The gateway model allows OEMs to build a business case supporting the development of embedded
M2M functionality for their next generation solutions, with zero changes to their application –
ultimately providing a horizontal solution that meets a broad set of vertical market needs and
dramatically simplifies and reduces the costs of deployment. In fact, the deviceWISE M2M Deployment
Kit, available from Arrow, enables high-value information transactions between a machine and an
application in a matter of hours to provide a fully working prototype . . . and production deployments
in a matter of weeks!

M2M Jargon Buster
NRE = Non-Recurring
Expense
ROI = Return on
Investment
SCADA = System Control
and Data Acquisition
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EVENT PREVIEW

M2M and all that Jazz
When: May 8-10, 2012 - Conference & Exhibition
Where: Ernest N. Morial Convention Center, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
New Orleans is preparing for the influx of more than 40,000 mobile industry
professionals (as well as innumerable music fans for New Orleans Jazz Fest) as
International CTIA WIRELESS® comes to town. Here, we look at what to expect.
Something not to be missed by CTIA delegates with
an interest in embedded and connected devices is the
M2M Zone conference. It’s free to all registered show
attendees and will brief telecom and enterprise
executives on issues surrounding the enormous growth
in machine-to-machine (M2M) communications.
Three panel sessions will explore current challenges
and opportunities, including the trend towards truly
international deployments, use of M2M in the public
sector, and the integration of M2M with backbone IT
systems.
Registration is at 10:45am with the Keynote Address
given at 11.00am by Robin Duke-Woolley, founder &
CEO of Beecham Research on the Current State of
the M2M Ecosystem. This will be followed from
11:15am – 12:35pm by Session 1 on Global
Deployments Become Reality, with Robin DukeWoolley acting as moderator.
An impressive line-up of panellists will feature: Jim
Cairns, vice president, Business Development at Multi-

Tech Systems; Brian Murphy, head of M2M Americas,
at Vodafone; and Lars Ramfelt, CEO of Yanzi
Networks AB.
They will discuss Controlling costs: Managing roaming
fees and international rates; Service platform
environments look to make it work; and Which vertical
markets are the first / next to ‘go global’?
Lunch follows at 12:35pm, then Mark Roden, CEO,
ezetop will speak, before Session 2 (1:15 –2:35pm)
introduces the topic, M2M’s Public Impact and Ability
to Improve Society. The moderator here will be Sam
Lucero, practice director, M2M Connectivity at ABI
Research.
The Session 2 panellists are: David Wigglesworth, VP
of Data Services, Iridium; Mike Ueland, SVP & General
Manager, Telit Wireless Solutions; and Jay Olearain,
president – nPhase, Verizon. Their discussions will
centre on three areas: Smart Cities – Governments
using M2M to improve the lives of citizens; Public
Benefits – M2M applications helping consumers make

President Bill Clinton to deliver
Day Three Keynote at CTIA
The 42nd President of the USA will close the CTIA Show on May 10
President Bill Clinton, founder of the William J. Clinton Foundation and 42nd President of the United States,
is the final keynote speaker at the USA’s premier international marketplace for wireless communications and
all things mobile. International CTIA WIRELESS 2012 runs from May 8-10, 2012 at the Ernest N. Morial
Convention Center in New Orleans. On Thursday, May 10 from 2:00-3:00 pm CDT, President Clinton will
share his unique perspective on preparing leaders to meet the challenges of global interdependence and
implementing innovative solutions to some of the world’s most pressing issues.
CTIA President and CEO, Steve Largent said, “We are honoured to have President Clinton keynote at
International CTIA WIRELESS 2012, and to have him share his extraordinary experiences and insight regarding
the importance of leadership and the invaluable role technology can play in helping solve challenges around
the world. The president has been a long-standing believer in the power of mobile communication, and
played a leading role in forming policy during his terms in office that created an environment in which a
young wireless industry flourished and provided immense benefits to Americans that have substantially
increased over time.”
For more information on the keynote addresses at International CTIA WIRELESS 2012,
visit: www.ctiashows.com/keynotes
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better choices for themselves and society as a whole; and, M2M in
Social Networks: machines joining Facebook for the public good.
Finally, in Session 3 (2:45 – 4:05pm) attention will turn to M2M and
the IT Infrastructure. Here, the moderator will be Bill Lesieur,
Maravedis Inc.’s senior analyst, Mobile Cloud.
The afternoon panellists include some well-known industry names:
Fred Yentz, CEO, ILS Technology; Alex Brisbourne, president, KORE
Telematics; and Brian Anderson, VP of Marketing Solutions &
Services at Sierra Wireless. Their discussion topics are: ERP
Integration – where do M2M apps begin and extensible IT systems
end?; Connected Consumers – convergent billing reaches much
more than phones; concluding with Case Studies on corporate
deployments that are happening now.

M2M Exhibitors at International CTIA Wireless 2012 include:
2N USA - www.2n.cz/en/products/m2m
ACTScom - www.actscom.co.kr
Antenova - www.antenova.com
CalAmp - www.calamp.com
CETECOM - www.cetecom.com/us/en/your-industry/m2m.html
Cinterion Wireless Modules - www.cinterion.com
Connected Development - www.connecteddev.com
CrossBridge - www.crossbridgesolutions.com
Digi International - www.digi.com
eFleet - www.efleetservices.com
ezetop - www.ezetop.com

M2M Zone Pavilion

Fleet Freedom - www.fleetfreedom.com

This year CTIA has expanded into a new hall, Hall G, to
accommodate the growing number of companies wanting to exhibit.
Among other things, says CTIA, the expansion represents the
infiltration of mobile into business plans across vertical industries, via
technologies such as M2M.

FreightWatch Security Net - www.freightsecurity.net
HCP - www.hcp.rs
ILS Technology - www.ilstechnology.com
Indesign - www.indesign-llc.com
Iridium - www.iridium.com
Kore Telematics, Inc. - www.koretelematics.com
Laird Technologies, Inc. - www.lairdtech.com

About CTIA
CTIA – The Wireless
Association® (www.ctia.org)
is an international
organisation representing the
wireless communications
industry. The association’s membership includes wireless
carriers and their suppliers, as well as providers and
manufacturers of wireless data services and products.
Founded in 1984, CTIA is based in Washington, DC, from
where it advocates on behalf of its members at all levels of
government. The association also co-ordinates the industry's
voluntary best practices and initiatives, and sponsors wireless
industry trade shows.
CTIA shows bring together all industries advanced by wireless
technology for business, learning and networking. In addition
to International CTIA WIRELESS® in New Orleans, CTIA
ENTERPRISE & APPLICATIONS™ takes place from October 9-11,
2012 at the San Diego Convention Center in San Diego,
California (visit: www.ctiashows.com).

M2M Antennas - www.m2mantennas.com
Mesh Systems - www.mesh-systems.com
Multi-Tech Systems - www.multitech.com
Novotech Technologies Corp. - www.novotech.com
ORBCOMM Inc. - www.orbcomm.com
Quake Global - www.quakeglobal.com
RACO Wireless - www.racowireless.com
REDTAIL Telematics® - www.redtailgps.com
Richardson RFPD, Inc. - www.richardsonrfpd.com
SIMCom Wireless - www.sim.com/wm
Skywave - www.skywave.com
Systech Corporation - www.systech.com/ctia.html
Taoglas - www.taoglas.com
Telenor Connexion - www.telenorconnexion.com
Telit Wireless - www.telit.com
u-blox - www.u-blox.com
Verizon Communications Inc. - www.verizonwireless.com/m2m
Vodafone - www.vodafone.com
Wyless - www.wyless.com
Xact Technology - www.xacttechnology.com
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SPOTLIGHT ON WYLESS

EXPERT OPINION:

M2M: Get connected,
stay connected
M2M Now talks to Wyless’s Steve Boyd, Director of Network Services and Art Nava,
Technical Services Director about their M2M strategy and tactics.
M2M Now: Art or Steve, let’s start with the
obvious question. Can you expand on what
you mean by ‘M2M: Get connected, stay
connected’?

Steve Boyd,
Director of
Network
Services, Wyless

Art Nava: It’s probably best to look at it as a multistage process where we work with our partners to
ensure that they have a stress-free implementation
and on-going support in the operation of their
M2M solution. So we’re talking about Project
Management support from initial design to
deployment of the partner’s services.
This requires an on-boarding process that defines
the partner’s requirements upfront, then carefully
maps out what needs to happen from both a
technical and operational standpoint to ensure a
smooth launch of services, and the on-going
support to ensure that any issues are quickly
resolved as they arise. Because there will always be
issues.

Art Nava,
Technical
Services
Director, Wyless

M2M Now: OK, now let’s get connected. What
does this involve?
Steve Boyd: Well, it’s a whole host of things. First
of all it depends on the scale of the project and the
technical requirements involved. For instance some
customers may need Private Fixed IP addressing
through IPSEC VPNs. That network security layer is
something we’re known for.
Sometimes a partner might need mobile-to-mobile
communications enabled, or they might want to
limit access only to servers on their network,
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essentially blocking general internet access and
need special access lists on the firewall side. Some
partners need special redundancies, for instance
dual Peer VPNs. So that’s the network connectivity
layer.
Obviously, carrier selection is key but that’s more of
an upfront sales and project management issue.
Then there’s any device issues that might come up.
We have special Tier 2 Support working in Art’s
team to help our partners on the device side.
M2M Now: It sounds like device connectivity is
the ‘tip of the iceberg’ and your support
services shield the customers from the
complexity of the global network. Can you
give us more details?
AN: I think that the goal of any partner is to have a
successful implementation of their M2M
application and get a Return On Investment, and as
soon as possible. We all know that there is not a
one-size-fits-all mobile operator that covers every
nook and cranny in the world, so geography is a
key consideration in carrier selection. And the more
mobile operators you need, the more complex the
project.
That’s what we feel we’re here for, to provide a
consistent global front end platform and a suite of
services so that our partners can focus on their core
business and not have to worry about the network.
M2M Now: What other considerations are
there?

SB: Scalability is another key consideration. In any
M2M project, one needs to understand how many
devices are likely to be deployed over what period
of time and ensure the scalability of the
deployment. For instance all aspects of the network
need to be scrutinised – including things like IP
address ranges, service delivery platforms and
database servers. And remember we are not talking
about one’s own infrastructure, but that of every
partner in the supply chain that is supporting the
project.

M2M Now: Steve, what would you say you are
doing better than your competitors?
SB: Well, I’m too busy running our own network to
pay much attention to our competitors, and
anyway our leadership tells me we don’t have any!
(Laughter) But I can tell you what we’re good at,
and that’s adding and managing instances of
connectivity (APNs) into a mobile operator, whether
we’re already connected to them or not.

M2M Now: Right, and now that you're
connected, how do you stay connected?

What I mean by that is that the way we’ve
designed our services, we can host multiple
customer-specific connections in the same MNO
networks, and if we don’t have a connection to the
operator already, we can add it in. It doesn’t sound
like much, but it is. What it means is that both our
network and our platforms segment the partners’
various APNs into the cellular provider, allowing for
customer-specific connections across multiple
operators.

AN: A Managed Services Provider such as Wyless
must be able to host and deliver a robust,
redundant global network with resilience, security,
change control, and scalability. This means that the
MSP offers a private network layer on top of the
multi-carrier networks, and can typically offer an
SLA on the end result. To ensure that the partner
‘stays connected’ the Wyless network has four
Network Operating Centres in three countries and
24 x 7 x 365 support available.

After that, I’d say flexibility and a real dedication to
supporting the customer. You won’t find many
partners pulling 24 hour shifts on network
migration, and then turn around and spend
another couple of hours bringing up a customer
because they need a quick turnaround for a demo
the next day. That’s been a point of pride for years;
more recently we’ve ramped up Project
Management and have woven it into our business,
it’s now a strength and we rely on it heavily.

The partner is now connected across multiple
carrier networks to ensure that they get the
coverage required, whether nationally or globally.
Not unreasonably, they should expect one point of
contact for global support from their MSP, be that
email, phone or through an online reporting
system.

M2M Now: So, how do you ensure that
the customer is fully engaged in the
project?

And speaking of Supply Chain, there’s then the
question of what other ancillary services might be
required of the project, as Wyless is now opening
up a broad range of services like billing and
deployment, things that are thankfully not in my
department. (Laughter)

This means the support team needs to handle all
queries including device and application support,
coverage issues and escalations for business-critical
solutions on a 24 x 7 x 365 basis. This centralised
‘one-stop’ support is essential if we are going to
ensure that our customers have reduced costs and
improved efficiencies because of less downtime.

M2M Jargon Buster
APN = Access Point Name
IPSEC = Internet Protocol
Security

AN: Understanding that it’s a two-way street – it’s
important to keep everyone honest when it comes
to project management. Sending out regular
updates and having schedule calls is key, and
admitting when something is going to slip and that
there are risks is always better than pulling a
surprise. So, the key to being fully engaged is
keeping the lines of communication open in a
structured way.
M2M Now: Thank you, both.

“We’re good at
adding and
managing
instances of
connectivity
(APNs) into a
mobile operator,
whether we’re
already connected
to them or not.”
- Steve Boyd,
Wyless

MNO = Mobile Network
Operator
MSP = Managed Service
Provider
NOC = Network Operating
Centre
SLA = Service Level
Agreement
VPN = Virtual Private
Network
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Directory 2012
Welcome to the 1st edition of the M2M Now Directory. This is a listing, in print and
online (www.m2mnow.biz), of key players worldwide in the fields of machine-tomachine and near-field communications, and connected devices for consumers and
business. With new companies entering the market almost every day, plus a steady
stream of mergers & acquisitions as well as product launches, it is always vital for
anyone in this sector to have an accessible source of data. This is particularly true
when looking for product and service suppliers or new partners to support M2M
communications and connected devices.
Here we list 595 companies globally, in a resource that is expected to expand and
evolve quickly. Online there is also an engine for more detailed searches. If your
business's details need updating in the future, just submit the new information to us
(basic listings are FREE) at www.m2mnow.biz

With Special Thanks to the Directory’s Sponsors

www.cinterion.com
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their business by improving customer satisfaction, reducing costs, and
generating new sources of revenue. The M2M solutions behind these
connected products range from remote service, fleet management, usagebased insurance, asset tracking, mHealth, and more.

Alcatel-Lucent
www.alcatel-lucent.com
3 av. Octave Gréard, Paris, 75007, France
T: +33 1 40 76 10 10
M2M communications is a growing market that CSPs can exploit.
Communication service providers are in the optimal position to take
advantage of the M2M opportunity by leveraging their network, cloud assets
and expertise. By deploying platforms that support vertical market solutions
created by third-party application providers and their own teams, service
providers can improve their position in the M2M value chain. A cloud-based
M2M strategy can also be an agile and efficient solution for CSPs seeking to
pursue a more active role in M2M communications.
Applications: Healthcare & Medicine; Public Safety & Government; Retail,
Internet, POS & Vending;
Sectors: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modules,
Gateways; Software/Service Delivery Platform developers & vendors

AT&T Inc.
www.att.com
208 S. Akard St. Dallas, TX,
78205-2255, USA
T: +1 210 821 4105
Combine reach and M2M experience with AT&T. AT&T
brings years of wireless experience, with the reach of the
AT&T global network to deliver: Network connectivity, based on the global
GSM standard for high-speed wireless delivery and global roaming into 190+
countries; Easier, more cost-effective management with integrated SIM
provisioning, billing and reporting tools; support to simplify global
deployments; and access to experts in network connectivity, mobile
applications and enterprise technical support.

Applications: Health & Medicine; Industry & Manufacturing; Retail, Internet,
POS & Vending; Transport & Logistics;
Sectors: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modules,
Gateways; Software/Service Delivery Platform developers & vendors

Beecham Research
www.beechamresearch.com
Sheraton House, Castle Park,
Cambridge CB3 0AX, UK
T: +44 (0)845 533 1758
Beecham Research, Ltd. is a leading technology market research, analysis and
consulting firm based in Cambridge, UK with offices in North America and
mainland Europe. The company is the only global consulting and research
firm focused solely on the worldwide and rapidly growing M2M (machine-tomachine) market and the increasing use of Remote Device Management and
Services - also increasingly referred to as the Internet of Things and
Embedded Mobile. Recent research has included two substantial multi-client
studies on M2M Service Enablement Services (cloud-based services for
M2M), both subscribed to by more than 20 telecom operators and other
leading M2M market players in North America and Europe, and a recentlycompleted 12-month contract with the European Space Agency for a study
on the worldwide Satellite M2M market. Beecham Research has specialised
in M2M and related markets for over a decade.
Applications: All
Sectors: Analysis & Research

Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line; Hardware vendors, Modules

CalAmp Telemetric Systems

Axeda

www.calamp.com
11 Cushing, Suite 250, Irvine,
CA 92618, USA
T: +1 888 823 7237

www.axeda.com
25 Forbes Boulevard - Suite 3 02035
Foxboro, MA, USA
T: +1 508 337 9200
Axeda provides the leading cloud-based service and software for managing
connected products and implementing innovative M2M application — taking
the cost and complexity out of connecting and remotely servicing the
products of the world’s leading companies. Axeda customers use its M2M
cloud service to deliver innovative M2M solutions and optimise their business
processes with data from their connected products. By relying on the Axeda®
Platform to power their connected products, companies are transforming

CalAmp develops and markets wireless communications solutions that deliver
data, voice and video for critical networked communications and other
applications. The company's two business segments are Wireless DataCom,
which serves utility, governmental and enterprise customers, and Satellite,
which focuses on the North American Direct Broadcast Satellite market.
Applications: Asset & Cargo Tracking; Fleet Management; Personal
Tracking; Public Safety; Transport; Smart Grid & Utility;
Sectors: Service Delivery Platform developers/vendors

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

URL

3G Cellabs Pvt Ltd
7 Layers Inc.
A2E Limited
Aartesys AG
Acision
Aclara
Adaptive Mobile
Adura
Aepona
Aggrupa Network S.L.
Airbiquity
Akuacom
Alcatel Lucent
Alert Enterprise
Amdocs
Amplia
Anite Telecom
Antenova
Arantech
Arc Advisory Group
Aria Networks
Aricent Group

www.cellabs.com
www.7layers.com
www.a2etech.com
www.aartesys.ch
www.acision.com
www.aclara.com
www.adaptivemobile.com
www.adura.com
www.aepona.com
www.agruppa.org
www.airbiquity.com
www.akuasom.com
www.alcatel.com
www.alertenterprise.com
www.amdocs.com
www.amplia.es
www.anite.com
www.antenova.com
www.arantech.com
www.arcweb.com
www.aria-networks.com
www.arricent.com

Arkessa
Arrayent
Ascom
Asya Traffic Signalling
AT&T Inc.
Atmel
Atrack Technology Inc
Audi
Augusta Systems
Auto Alert Ltd
Auto-Txt
Averox
Axeda
Axesstel
Axiros
B&B Electronics
Baltnetos Komunikacijos
Beyond Wireless
Blue Slice
BMW Teleservices
Bridge Energy Group
Bridgewater Systems

www.arkessa.com
www.arrayent.com
www.ascom.co.uk
www.asyatraffic.com
www.att.com
www.atmel.com
www.atrack.com.tw
www.audi.com
www.augustasystems.com
www.autoalert.me.uk
www.autotxt.com
www.averox.com
www.axeda.com
www.axesstel.com
www.axiros.com
www.bb-elec.com
www.balt.net
www.beyondwireless.co.za
www.blueslice.com
www.bmw.com
www.bridgeenergygroup.com
www.bridgewatersystems.com

Brighterion
Broadband Forum(BBF)
Broadcom
Bsquare
BT
Busiraks
Casello.com Group
CBOSS
CC Group
Celizion Inc
Ceragon Networks
Cerillion
CeTEC GmbH & Co KG
Cetecom
Ciena
Cinterion
Cisco Systems
Clarity
Comarch
Communication WAVE
Compass Intelligence, LLC
Comptel

www.brighterion.com
www.broadband-forum.org
www.broadcom.com
www.bsquare.com
www.bt.com
www.busiraks.co.za
www.caselloweb.com
www.cbossgroup.com
ccgrouppr.com
www.celizion.com
www.ceragon.com
www.cerillion.com
www.cetec.cc
www.cetecom.com
www.ciena.com
www.cinterion.com
www.cisco.com/uk
www.clarity.com
www.comarch.com
www.commwave.co.kr
www.compassintelligence.com
www.comptel.com
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www.cinterion.com

approach delivers straight-forward, best-of-breed technology from its Smart
SuiteTM which enhances the customer experience.

Cetecom
www.cetecom.com
Im Teelbruch 116, 45219 Essen, Germany
T: +49 020 5495190
The M2M industry is all about connecting. For CETECOM, it is all about
connecting with the major players in the industry – the module
manufacturers, module integrators and network operators. These
connections keep us at the forefront in testing and certification of M2M
devices. Offering our knowledge and comprehensive services, we ensure a
quick turnaround time and all the necessary services needed to get your
device out on the market.
Applications: All
Sectors: Test & Measurement

Cinterion
www.cinterion.com
St Martin Str. 53, 81669, Munich, Germany
T: +49 89 21029 9000
An M2M pioneer for more than 15 years, Cinterion’s products and services
allow a wide range of connected machines, equipment, vehicles and other
assets to securely communicate over wireless networks, helping enterprises
simplify operations, increase efficiency and establish new business models.
Cinterion is a valued partner for equipment makers, integrators, MNOs, and
end-users, offering unique competence in combining wireless M2M modules
with MIMs, MIM personalisation capabilities, cloud-based Service Delivery
Platform for M2M applications and device management platforms in a
trusted and secure environment.
Applications: Automotive; Building & Plant Automation; Healthcare &
Medicine; Retail, Internet, POS & Vending, Storage & Distribution; Transport
& Logistics;
Sectors: Hardware producers/vendors - Components; Modules, Gateways
Service Delivery Platforms; Software - Device Management

Convergys
www.convergys.com
201 East Fourth Street, Cincinnati, OH,
45202, USA
T: +1 513 723 3000
Convergys Smart Revenue Solutions division enables global businesses to
intelligently monetise their services, driving revenue and profits through
innovative billing, customer care, and real-time charging and policy solutions.
Convergys solves today’s business challenges and positions providers to
evolve to take on future opportunities. Convergys’s customer-focused
COMPANY NAME

URL

Compuware
Comverse
Consumer Electronics Association
Continua Health Alliance
Contrive S.r.l.
Convergys
Coradiant
Coronis
CST (Intoxalock)
Current Cost
Cybercom
Cycle30
Cypress Envirosystems
Daimler
DataOnline
DENSO
Deutsche Telekom
Digi
Digi International
Digicom Spa
Diginotar
Digital Fuel

www.compuware.com
www.comverse.com
www.ce.org
www.continuaalliance.org
www.contrive.it
www.convergys.com
www.bmc.com
www.coronis.com
www.intoxalock.com
www.currentcost.com
www.cybercom.com
www.cycle30.com
www.cypressenvirosystems.com
www.daimler.com
www.dataonline.com
www.globaldenso.com
www.telekom.com
www.digi.com
www.digi.com
www.digicom.it
www.diginotar.nl
www.digitalfuel.com

COMPANY NAME
Digital Matter-M2M Hardware
and Software Design
Duodigit Ltda
Durrants
Echelon Corporation
Echelon Corporation
Echelon Geolife
Ecocam
EcoTelematics Group Oy
eDevice
EELEO
ei3 Corp
Elster
Ember
Emerge Alliance
Energy Hub
Energy ICT
Energy UK
Enernex Corporation
EnerNoc Inc
Enfora
Entuity

Applications: Automotive; Energy & Utilities; Healthcare & Medicine;
Industry & Manufacturing; Public safety & Government; Retail, Internet, POS
& Vending; Transport & Logistics;
Sectors: Software developers & vendors, Back Office - Billing, CRM, etc

Cycle30
www.cycle30.com
710 2nd Avenue, Suite 1260, Seattle, WA, USA
T: +1 888 501 4220
Cycle30 provides a completely hosted platform for flexible and scalable
billing of M2M solutions. It includes flexible charging, rating and balance
management for both recurring and usage-based charges. This includes
invoicing, device provisioning, inventory management, customer care and
end-customer self-care via the web. The solution can manage billing not only
for direct customers but for OEMs it can manage multiple tiers of endcustomer billing. Even the most groundbreaking M2M solution needs to be
able to accurately and flexibly bill customers. Cycle30 can help with accurate,
timely revenue assurance while you focus on acquiring and retaining
customers and delivering service.
Applications: All
Sectors: Back office - Billing, CRM, Inventory, etc

Deutsche Telekom
www.telekom.com
Oberkasseler Str. 2, Bonn,
53227, Germany
T: +49 228 9364 6739
Deutsche Telekom enables M2M solutions worldwide via its own networks
and with roaming partners, offering M2M SIM cards or chips, as well as
individual M2M mobile rates and secure access technologies. The M2M
service portal makes it easy for customers to monitor and manage their
solutions themselves. Deutsche Telekom works with many system, solutions
and sales partners to provide solutions for all kinds of industries. To ensure
the interplay of connectivity, hardware modules and managed services,
Deutsche Telekom established the M2M Solution Factory which brings all the
partners together.
Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line; Hardware Component Providers

URL
www.digitalmatter.com.au
www.duodigit.com.br
www.durrants.co.uk
www.echelon.com
www.echelon.com
www.echelon-geolife.ru
www.ecocam.co.uk
www.ecotelematics.com
www.edevice.com
www.eeleo.com
www.ei3.com
www.elster.com
www.ember.com
www.emergealliance.org
www.energyhub.com
www.energyict.com
www.energy-uk.org.uk
www.enernex.com
www.enernoc.com
www.enfora.com
www.entuity.com

www.cinterion.com

COMPANY NAME
Enzen Global
ERCO & GENER
Ericsson
eServGlobal Ltd
Eseye
Esprida Corp
Everon
Evolving Systems
Exosite
Falt Communications
Fixed Wireless Pty Ltd
Flash Networks
Ford/Bug Labs
G4S
Gemalto
Giesecke & Devrient
Green Energy Options Ltd
Hideasolutions
Highdeal (SAP)
Honestar Technologies Co Ltd
Honeywell International Inc
Horsebridge Network Systems

URL
www.enzenglobal.com
www.ercogener.com
www.ericsson.com
www.eserveglobal.com
www.eseye.com
www.esprida.com
www.everon.fi
www.evolving.com
www.exosite.com
www.faltcom.se
www.fixedwireless.com.au
www.flashnetworks.com
www.buglabs.net
www.g4s.com
www.gemalto.com
www.gi-de.com
www.greenenergyoptions.co.uk
www.hidea.kr
www.highdeal.com
www.honestar.com
www.honeywell.com
www.horsebridge.net
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Digi

Gemalto

www.digi.com
11001 Bren Road East, Minnetonka,
MN, 55343, USA
T: +1 952 912 3444

www.gemalto.com
6 rue de la Verrerie, 92197,
Meudon Cedex, France
T: +33 1 55 01 50 00

Digi International is making wireless M2M easy by developing reliable
products and solutions to connect and securely manage local or remote
electronic devices over the network or via the Web. Digi offers the highest
levels of performance, flexibility and quality, and markets its products
through a global network of distributors and resellers, systems integrators
and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).

Gemalto is the world leader in digital security with 2011 annual revenues of
€2 billion and more than 10,000 employees operating out of 74 offices and
14 R&D centres in 43 countries. Billions of people worldwide increasingly
want the freedom to communicate, travel, shop, bank, entertain and work –
anytime, anywhere – in ways that are convenient, enjoyable and secure.
Gemalto delivers on their expanding needs for personal mobile services,
identity protection, payment security, authenticated online services, cloud
computing access, modern transportation, M2M communication,
eHealthcare and eGovernment services. Gemalto develops secure software
that runs on trusted devices which we design and personalise.

Applications: Energy & Utilities; Remote Monitoring & Control applications,
Smart Grid & Smart City; Transport & Logistics;
Sectors: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modules,
Gateways

Applications: Public Safety & Government; Retail, Internet, POS & Vending;
Transport & Logistics;
Sectors: Hardware/producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modules,
Gateways; Software/Service Delivery Platform developers and vendors

Ericsson
www.ericsson.com
Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson,
Torshamnsgatan 23, Kista,
Stockholm, 164 83, Sweden
T: +46 10 719 0000

ILS Technology

Ericsson offers a complete portfolio of network solutions for fixed and
mobile networks, including hardware, software and professional services.
Our advanced functions for the activation and control of subscriptions,
control and prioritisation of traffic and tariff systems with real-time capability
will be critical in M2M-related solutions. Ericsson also offers mobile
broadband modules for inclusion in various devices. The module is simple to
use for the device manufacturer, and has also been pretested in a large
number of operators’ networks, which reduces costs and shortens Time To
Market (TTM).
Applications: Automotive; Transport; Telematics; Utilities & Smart Grid
Sectors: Hardware; Software; Professional services

www.ilstechnology.com
5300 Broken Sound Blvd, Suite 150,
Boca Raton, 33487, FL, USA
T: +1 561 982 9898
ILS Technology provides a sophisticated, yet easy to use power tool that helps
customers connect the dots without any added infrastructure or
programming; it is offered at a reasonable cost and with a short
implementation time frame. Platforms such as these are what enterprises are
looking for to translate their visions into business innovations. Innovative
products like the deviceWISE M2M Application Deployment Kit, take the
M2M market from the best possible, easily managed connection
development space to the best possible, easiest to consume deployment
space.
Applications: All
Sectors: Service Deployment Kit; Software/Service Delivery Platform
developers and vendors;

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

Huawei
Hughes Telematics
Hyundai
i21 Solutions
IBM
iControl Networks
IGL-Technologies
iGo
ILS
ILS Technology
IMBU Switzerland
iMetrik
Infobright
Infonova
InfoVista
Infozech
Ingenico
Inilex
Inmarsat
InnoPath
Innopay
Inrix
INSIDE Secure
Intamac
Integral Analytics
Integralis
Intel

www.huawei.com
www.hughestelematics.com
www.hyundai.com
www.i21solutions.com
www.ibm.com
www.icontrol.com
www.igl.fi
www.igo.com
www.ilsmart.com
www.ilstechnology.com
www.imbu.es
www.imetrik.com
www.infobright.com
www.infonova.com
www.infovista.com
www.infozech.com
www.ingenico.com
www.inilex.com
www.inmarsat.com
www.innopath.com
www.innopay.com
www.inrix.com
www.insidesecure.com
www.intamac.com
www.integralanalytics.com
www.integralis.com
www.intel.com

Intel Lumension
International Turnkey Solutions
Intersec
Intesyn
Intuitive Business Intelligence

www.lumension.com
www.its.ws
www.intersec.com
www.intesyn.it
www.intuitivebusiness
intelligence.com
www.iobridge.com
www.ipanematech.com
www.ipass.com
www.iqism.com
www.iridium.com
www.ixiacom.com
www.ixonos.com
www.janus-rc.com
www.jasperwireless.com
www.jaspersoft.com
www.jazzwirelessdata.com
www.jbillingdata.com
www.deere.com
www.jungo.com
www.junifersystems.com
www.juniper.net
www.kaizo.net
www.kalido.com
www.kamstrup.com
www.keynote.com
www.kognito.com

Kony
KORE Telematics
KPN Telecom
Kroll Ontrack
KT
KT Tech
KUANTIC
KXEN
Laipac Technologies
Laird Technologies
Lantronix
LEO Integrated
Technologies Pvt Ltd
Libelium
Lifenet
Lifetree Technologies
Logica
LogiSense
LPRS
LS Telecom
M2M Communications
M2M DataSmart
m2m Germany GmbH
M2M Simplexx GmbH
M2M Solution
M2MNET Co Ltd
Maestro Wireless Solutions
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ioBridge
Ipanema
iPass
iQsim
Iridium Communications
Ixia
Ixonos
Janus Remote Communcations
Jasper Wireless
Jaspersoft
Jazz Wireless
jBilling
John Deere
Jungo Ltd
Junifer Systems
Juniper Networks
Kaizo
Kalido
Kamstrup
Keynote Systems
Kognitio

www.cinterion.com

URL
www.konysolutions.com
www.koretelematics.com
www.kpn.com
www.krollontrack.co.uk
www.kt.com
www.kttech.com
www.kuantic.com
www.kxen.com
www.laipac.com
www.lairdtech.com
www.lantronix.com
www.leoelectronics.com
www.libelium.com
www.lifenet.com
www.lifetreetech.com
www.logica.com
www.logisense.com
www.lprs.co.uk
www.lstelecom.com
www.m2mcomm.com
www.m2mdatasmart.com
www.m2mgermany.de
www.m2msimplexx.de
www.m2msolution.com
www.m2mnet.net
www.maestro-wireless.com

Intel

KORE Telematics

www.intel.com
Digital Home Group, 77 Reed Rd, HD2,
Hudson, MA, 1749, USA
T: +1 408 765 8080

www.koretelematics.com
3700 Mansell Road, Suite 250, Alpharetta,
Georgia, 30022 USA
T: +1 866 710 4028

Powered by intelligent Intel® Atom™ processors, M2M technologies connect
people, devices and systems – turning machine data into actionable
information for profit. M2M solutions based on Intel® Atom™ processors
span the network and use built-in analytics capabilities and intelligence to
offer: Smart services; Optimum performance-per-watt density; Continuity of
architecture across all embedded applications – smart home, auto, factory,
infrastructure, and; Standards-based, off-the-shelf efficiency for lower Total
Cost of Ownership (TCO).

KORE Telematics is the world's largest wireless network provider specialising
exclusively on the rapidly expanding global M2M communications market.
Providing unified control and management for cellular and satellite network
service delivery in more than 170 countries worldwide, KORE empowers its
application, hardware and wireless operator partners to efficiently deliver
M2M solutions for connected devices. M2M applications in industries as
diverse as healthcare, utilities, enterprise IT, transaction processing and fleet
management rely on the KORE network to deliver operational efficiencies
and cost-savings. KORE offers a range of technologies — including GSM,
HSPA, CDMA and EV-DO, as well as satellite services — that ensure the
greatest possible reliability and coverage.

Applications: All
Sectors: Hardware Producers/vendors; Processors

Applications: Energy & Utilities; Environment Monitoring & Control;
Healthcare & Medicine; Industry & Manufacturing; Security, Access Control
& Defence, Transport & Logistics;
Sectors: Connectivity providers; End-to-end M2M Solution/Service Providers;
Managed Network Services; Business Management Platform

Iridium Communications
www.iridium.com
1750 Tysons Boulevard, Suite 1400,
McLean, Virginia, 22102, USA
T: +1 703 287 7400
Iridium is the only mobile voice and data satellite communications network
that spans the entire globe. Iridium enables connections between people,
organisations and assets to and from anywhere, in real time. Together with
its expanding ecosystem of partner companies, Iridium delivers an innovative
and rich portfolio of reliable solutions for markets that require truly global
communications. The company has a major development programme
underway for its next-generation network — Iridium NEXT. Iridium
Communications, Inc. is headquartered in McLean, Virginia, USA.
Applications: Building & Plant Automation; Energy & Utilities; Environment
Monitoring & Control; Mining & Exploration applications, Public Safety &
Government; Transport & Logistics;
Sectors: Connectivity Provider – Satellite Communications

Laird Technologies
www.lairdtech.com
3481 Rider Trail South, Earth City,
MO 63045, USA
T: +1 636 898 6000
Laird Technologies is active in the wireless M2M market, offering the widest
range of high-performance wireless modules utilising Bluetooth® technology,
as well as integrated antennas and electronic components. The company’s
broad selection of M2M products provides solutions for the automotive,
telematics, healthcare, EPOS, retail, finance, and security, as well as asset
management markets.
Applications: Automotive; Healthcare & Medicine; Industry &
Manufacturing; Security; Telematics; EPOS & Retail;
Sectors: Hardware Producers/Vendors - Devices, Modules

COMPANY NAME

URL

Maingate
MakerBot
Maporama
Martin Dawes Systems
Marvell
Masergy
MasterCard
Max4Systems
mBlox
mBricks;
MDS
MegaSys
MELPER
Mesh Systems LLC
Metaswitch
Metracom
MetraTech
MGt
mHealth Alliance
Mi Pay
Micro Focus
Microchip Technology
MidWest Data
Milton Security Grp
MIND CTI
Mindtree
MITIE

www.maingate.se
www.makerbot.com
www.maporama.com
www.martindawessystems.com
www.marvell.com
www.masergy.com
www.mastercard.com
www.max4systems.com
www.mblox.com
www.mbricks.no
www.martindawessystems.com
www.megasys.com
www.melper.co.kr
www.mesh-systems.com
www.metaswitch.com
www.metracom.fr
www.metratech.com
www.mgtplc.com
www.mhealthalliance.org
www.mi-pay.com
www.microfocus.com
www.microchip.com
www.mwdata.net
www.miltonsecurity.com
www.mindcti.com
www.mindtree.com
www.mitie.com

COMPANY NAME
Moba Mobile Automation
Mobil
MOBILANT CORP
Mobile Distillery
Mobile Squared
MobileThink
Mobilisis d.o.o.
MobiquiThings
Moneybookers
Motorola
MOXA
Multi-Tech Systems
Mycom International
MyriadGroup
Nabto
Nakina Systems
Narus
Navetas
Navteq
Nayax Ltd
NCP engineering GmbH
NeoMedia
Neptuny
Netcomm
NetCracker
Netformx
Netisit

URL
www.moba.de
www.mobil.com
www.mobilant.co.kr
www.mobile-distillery.com
www.mobilesquared.co.uk
www.mobilethink.dk
www.mobilisis.hr
www.mobiquithings.com
www.moneybookers.com
www.motorola.com
www.moxa.com
www.multitech.com
www.my-int.com
www.myriadgroup.com
www.nabto.com
www.nakinasystems.com
www.narus.com
www.navetas.com
www.navteq.navigation.com
www.nayax.com
www.ncp-e.com
www.neom.com
www.neptuny.com
www.netcomm.com.au
www.netcracker.com
www.netformx.com
www.netisit.com

www.cinterion.com

COMPANY NAME
NetQoS
NetScout
Netsize
Network Cadence
Network Critical
Network Mining
NeuStar
Neural Technologies
NextM2M
Nextraq
Nexus Telecom
Nissan/Renault
Noetica
Nogueria Business Consultants
Nokia Siemens Networks
Novell
nPHASE
NTG Clarity Networks
Nuance Communications
Numerex
OASIS Systems
Oberthur Technologies
Objective System Integrators
Octo Telematics
Oi Paggo
OKI
Omnilink Systems Inc

URL
www.ca.com/netqos
www.netscout.com
www.netsize.com
www.verecloud.com
www.networkcritical.com
www.networkmining.com
www.neustar.biz
www.neuralt.com
www.nextm2m.com
www.nextraq.com
www.nexustelecom.com
www.renault.com
www.noetica.com
www.nbc.com
www.nokiasiemensnetworks.com
www.novell.com
www.nphase.com
www.ntgclarity.com
www.nuance.com
www.numerex.com
www.oasissystems.com
www.oberthur.com
www.osi.com
www.octotelematics.com
www.paggo.com.br
www.oki.com
www.omnilink.com
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different devices, systems, and networks to work together seamlessly, we
help you serve your customers better, engage them more meaningfully, and
inspire greater loyalty to your products and services. We serve clients
worldwide across a broad range of industries. We help them solve problems,
improve efficiencies, and serve their customers better by closing the gap
between machines, people, and the information that passes between them.

LG
www.lg.com
LG Twin Towers, 20 Yoido-dong,
Youngdungpo-gu, Seoul, 150-721, Korea
T: +82 2 3777 4625
The LG Electronics Home Entertainment Company is a global player in flat panel
displays, audio players and video products for the consumer and professional
markets. LG Smart TV platform provides access to thousands of movies,
customisable apps, videos and the ability to browse the Web through an easy
to navigate user interface and uncomplicated point and click remote system.
LG’s Smart Share function allows users to wirelessly stream content from
their PCs and other compatible devices for viewing on their TV screen.
Applications: Connected Home & Entertainment
Sectors: Hardware - Connected Devices

Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity (Wireless), System Integrators/Consultants

Multi-Tech Systems
www.multitech.com
2201 Woodale Drive, Mounds Views,
MN, 55112, USA
T: +1 763 785 3500
Multi-Tech Systems offers the industry’s most comprehensive machine-tomachine communications products and services portfolio available today. As
a leader in the industry for more than 40 years, Multi-Tech’s reputation for
reliability and innovative design is evident with 80+ patents, 20+ million
devices being used by thousands of customers worldwide and certifications
from more than 30 carriers and over 80 countries.

M2M Now
www.m2mnow.biz
WKM Ltd, Suite 28,
30 Churchill Square
Kings Hill, West Malling,
Kent ME19 4YU, UK
T: +44 (0)1732 897646
Through its print and digital magazine, website, eNews service, directory,
videos, webinars and Live Events, M2M Now covers all industries using
machine-to-machine communications (via fixed line, wireless and satellite
networks) for business-to-business users and consumers’ connected devices.
These industries include: automotive, energy & water utilities, fleet
management & telematics, healthcare, manufacturing, retail & vending, security
& access control, telecoms, and transport & logistics. It features Board-Level
Interviews with executives from Network Operators, Service Providers &
Aggregators, Technology Enablers & Vendors, and Corporate End Users.

Applications: All
Sectors: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modems,
Gateways

nPHASE
www.nphase.com
6195 Lusk Blvd, Suite 200,
San Diego, CA, 92121, USA
T: +1 855 626 5465
nPhase, a wholly-owned Verizon Wireless subsidiary, provides advanced
M2M cloud platform services to the world’s leading wireless operators such
as Verizon and Vodafone, and enterprise customers with the most
demanding needs for data reliability, coverage, security and innovation in
M2M. Industries served include consumer electronics, transportation /
construction, utilities, healthcare, retail, industrial, financial services and
government. nPhase leverages advanced connectivity technologies, the
network and channel provided by Verizon Wireless, and 10 years experience
as an M2M pioneer.

Applications: All
Sectors: All

Maingate
www.maingate.se
Wireless Maingate Nordic AB, Box 244
SE-371 24 , Karlskrona, Sweden
T: +46 455 36 37 00
Founded in 1998, Maingate is the world's first service operator specialising in
smart services that connect people, machines, and information. By getting

Applications: Energy & Utilities; Healthcare & Medicine; Transport &
Logistics;
Sectors: M2M Cloud platform services; End-to-end M2M Solution/Service
Provider

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

OmniSite
OMNITROL Networks
Omnix Software
Onasset Intelligence
OneVu
Oninit Consulting
Ontology Systems
Onzo
Open Trust
OpenCloud
Openet
Opower
Opto22
Oracle
Orange Business Services
Orbcomm
Orga Systems
OriginGPS
Orsis (UK)
OSI Soft
Pace
Pachube

www.omnisite.com
www.omnitrol.com
www.omnixsoftware.com
www.onasset.com
www.onevu.com
www.oninit.com
www.ontology.com
www.onzo.com
www.opentrust.com
www.opencloud.com
www.openet.com
www.opower.com
www.opto22.com
www.oracle.com
www.orange-business.com
www.orbcomm.com
www.orga-systems.com
www.origingps.com
www.orsis.co.uk
www.osisoft.com
www.pace.com
www.pachube.com

Palantiri Systems Inc
Panasonic
Paraimpu
Parkopedia
Payforit
PayPal
Pedigree Technologies
PEER 1 Hosting
Pentaho
Perle Systems
Persistent Systems
Phoenix Energy Tech
Physio Control
Pitney Bowes Business Insight
Pivetal
Polaris Wireless
Polycom
Polystar OSIX
Portrait Software
Powelectrics Ltd
PRD Technologies
Precidia Technologies Inc

www.palantirisystems.com
www.panasonic.com
www.paraimpu.crs4.it
www.parkopedia.co.uk
www.payforit.org
www.paypal.com
www.pedigreetechnologies.com
www.peer1hosting.co.uk
www.pentaho.com
www.perle.com
www.persistentsystems.com
www.phoenixet.com
www.physio-control.com
www.pbinsight.com
www.pivetal.com
www.polariswireless.com
www.polycom.com
www.polystar.com
www.portaritsoftware.com
www.powelectrics.co.uk
www.p-rd.com
www.precidia.com

Prime Carrier
Prism Technology
Pro:Atria Ltd
Progressive Insurance
Proliphix
Pronto Networks
PSA (Peugeot/Citroen)
Pursway
QlikTech
Quake Global
Qualcomm
Quarterwave Ltd
Queralt Inc.
Quest Software,Inc
Quova
RACO Wireless
Radialpoint
Radio Data Technology
Radiocrafts AS
reaDIYmate
Redbend
Redknee
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URL
www.primecarrier.com
www.prismtechnology.in
www.proatria.com
www.progressive.com
www.prolifix.net
www.prontonetworks.com
www.psa-peugeot-citroen.com
www.pursway.com
www.qlikview.com
www.quakeglobal.com
www.qualcomm.com
www.quarterwave.co.uk
www.queraltinc.com
www.questsoftware.com
www.quova.com
www.racowireless.com
www.radialpoint.com
www.radiodata.co.uk
www.radiocrafts.com
www.readiymate.com
www.redbend.com
www.redknee.com

broadband or voice. Best of all, they provide two-way communications, so
you control the data coming from and going back to your device. As a
complement to our satellite service, ORBCOMM also offers cellular data
subscriptions for those assets located or travelling within coverage range to
reduce the cost associated with monitoring or controlling your assets.

Numerex
www.numerex.com
1600 Parkwood Circle, 5th Floor,
Atlantic, GA, 30339, USA
T: +1 770 693 5950
Numerex Corp is a leading provider of machine-to-machine business services,
technology, and products used in the development and support of M2M
solutions for the enterprise and government markets worldwide. The company
offers Numerex DNA® that includes hardware and smart devices, cellular and
satellite network services, and software applications that are delivered
through Numerex FAST® (Foundation Application Software Technology).
Applications: Energy & Utilities; Healthcare & Medicine; Public Safety &
Government; Security, Access Control & Defence; Transport & Logistics;
Sectors: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Devices, Modules,
Gateways

Orange Business Services
www.orange-business.com
The Point, 37 North West Road,
Paddington, W2 1AG, UK
T: +44 (0) 800 037 3337
However far apart your machines, M2M with Orange lets them talk to each
other and your business with unprecedented speed and efficiency. This
powerful technology can bring cost savings, new competitive advantages,
improved customer experience and even fresh revenue streams. Talk to us
and we'll show how it could open up thousands of new opportunities for
your business, through: Information gathering and sharing; inventory
management; security and control; advertising and promotions; accounts
data; real-time customer service.
Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity providers - Wireless, Fixed Line

Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity Providers - Satellite, Wireless

Orga Systems
www.orga-systems.com
Am Hoppenhof 33,
33104 Paderborn, Germany
T: +49 52 51 8749 3065
Among Orga Systems' offerings in M2M and smart grid services is its highperformance billing and rating system. It enables utilities to meet their smart
metering challenges in real-time, which is essential for dynamic network
management. The rating engine is a critical component of the billing
framework and a back-office bottleneck at many utility companies. Even in
smart metering environments, it is common for rating to take place on
month-old data. To empower dynamic network management it is essential
that rating happens in real time or near realt time to achieve many of the
advantages of smart energy services. OS.Energy provides real-time pricing,
charging and advanced account management capabilities, and is highly
configurable and scalable.
Applications: All
Sectors: Back Office - Real-time Billing & Rating, Customer Care

RACO Wireless LLC
www.racowireless.com
5480 Creek Road, Cincinnati,
OH, 45242, USA
T: +1 800 509 3677
RACO Wireless, a subsidiary of RACO Industries in Cincinnati, Ohio, USA,
and a T-Mobile partner for 10 years, is a leading provider of wireless data
solutions to the machine-to-machine industry specialising in delivering
wireless data your way, with a data solution portfolio based on innovation,
flexibility, and reliability.

ORBCOMM Inc
www.orbcomm.com
2115 Linwood Avenue,
Suite 100 Fort Lee, NJ 07024, USA
T: +1 703 433 6400
ORBCOMM provides data communications in even the most remote parts of
the world via our network of low-Earth-orbit satellites. They give you the
bandwidth you need for monitoring and alerts without the added cost of

Applications: All
Sectors: Software/Service Delivery Platform Developers & vendors; Device
Management; Multi-IMSI SIM; Hardware (Gateway provider)

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

Redwood Systems
RFM
River Muse
Roamworks
Rodopi Software
Rogers Wireless
Rosslyn Analytics
Rubico Consulting AB
S3 Group
Samsung
Sandvine
SAP
SAS
Saturn Wireless, LLC
Satyam
Scania
Scorecard Systems
Securitas
Seeker Wireless
SEM S.r.l
SENA Technologies
Sensile Technologies SA

www.redwoodsystems.co.uk
www.rfm.com
www.rivermuse.com
www.roamworks.com
www.rodopi.com
www.rogers.com
www.rosslynanalytics.com
www.rubico.se
www.s3group.com
www.samsung.com
www.sandvine.com
www.sap.com
www.sas.com
www.saturnwireless.com
www.mahindrasatyam.com
www.scania.com
www.scorecardsystems.com
www.securitas.com
www.seekerwireless.com
www.semtechnologies.it
www.sena.com
www.sensile.ch

Sensinode
Sensor Logic
Sensus
SentryBay
Service2Media
Sevone
Shenick
Sierra Wireless
Sifteo
SigFox Wireless
Silicon Laboratories
SIMCom
Simon Kucher & Partners
Singularity
Sitronics TS
Sixnet
sixthsensemedia
SkyTel
Skywave Mobile Communications
SL Corporation
Smart Trust
Smartlabs

www.sensinode.com
www.sensorlogic.com
www.sensus.com
www.sentrybay.com
www.service2media.com
www.sevone.com
www.shenick.com
www.sierrawireless.com
www.sifteo.com
www.sigfox-system.com
www.silabs.com
www.sim.com
www.simon-kucher.com
www.singulartylive.com
www.sitronicsts.com
www.sixnet.com
www.sixthsensemedia.com
www.skytel.com
www.skywave.com
www.sl.com
www.smarttrust.com
www.smartlabs.tv

Sofrecom
Solera Networks
Sonus Networks
Sopra Group
Sourcefire
Sparus Software
Spectrum
Spirent Communications
Sprint
SPSS
Starchip
Starhome
Stepac
Steria
Stream Communications
Subex
Subnet Solutions
Sunrise Telecom
Suntech Technologies
Supervisor Sp. Z.o.o
Sybase
Sygnity

www.cinterion.com

URL
www.sofrecom.com
www.soleranetworks.com
www.sonusnet.com
www.sopragroup.com
www.sourcefire.com
www.zenprise.com
www.spectrumdsi.com
www.spirent.com
www.sprint.com
www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss
www.starchip-ic.com
www.starhome.com
www.stepac.com
www.steria.com
www.stream-communications.com
www.subexworld.com
www.subnet.com
www.sunrisetelecom.com
www.suntechtechnologies.com
www.supervisor.pl
www.sybase.com
www.synity.pl
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connectivity solutions to achieve productivity gains, cost management,
environmental improvement and to expand customer services.

Samsung
www.samsungsemi.com
Samsung House, 1000, Hillswood Drive,
Chertsey, Surrey, KT16 0PS, UK
T: +44 (0) 1932 455 000

Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity Providers - Wireless; Software/Service Delivery Platform
developers & vendors; End-to-end M2M Solutions/Service Providers

Samsung is a global leader in semiconductor, telecommunication, digital
media and digital convergence technologies with 2010 consolidated sales of
US$135.8 billion. The company operates two separate organisations to
coordinate its nine independent business units: Digital Media &
Communications, comprising Visual Display, Mobile Communications,
Telecommunication Systems, Digital Appliances, IT Solutions, and Digital
Imaging; and Device Solutions, consisting of Memory, System LSI and LCD.
Applications: Remote Monitoring; Security; Smart-Metering; Telematics;
Sectors: Hardware producers/vendors - Connected; Devices; ICs

SAP
www.sap.com
Dietmar-Hopp-Allee 16,
69190 Walldorf, Germany
T: +49 62 277 57575
CSPs are at the heart of important new markets such as M2M for which they
need a flexible, configurable and integrated billing solution service. A billing
solution that speeds time to market and offers a lower TCO is critical in
helping CSPs to both gain a competitive advantage and earn acceptable
margins as they expand their service portfolios to include exciting new
offerings. The latest release of SAP Billing for Telecommunications provides
an extended integration between order capture, product modeling and
service pricing design. It also offers end-to end support for pre-paid, postpaid and hybrid billing across the business process chain, while packaged
services help reduce the cost and time of implementation.
Applications: All
Sectors: Back Office - Billing, CRM, BI, ERP

Telenor Connexion
www.telenorconnexion.com
Katarinavagen 15, Stockholm,
116 88, Sweden
T: +46 8410 33800
Telenor Connexion is a leading provider of premium M2M solutions for
business and life critical applications. M2M communication is a rapidly
expanding market. Building on more than 10 years of M2M experience,
Telenor Connexion is constantly exploring new fields in this rapidly growing
business. Companies in industries as diverse as automotive, fleet
management, security, utilities and e-health are implementing our embedded

Telit Wireless Solutions
www.telit.com
3131 RDU Center Drive, Suite 135,
Morrisville, NC, 27560, USA
T: +1 919 439 7977
Telit Wireless Solutions is an enabler of M2M communications worldwide
providing wireless module technology, services and connectivity. Exclusively
dedicated to M2M with more than 12 years of experience in the market, the
company constantly enhances its technology leadership with six R&D centres
across the globe. Telit offers an extensive portfolio of the highest quality
cellular, short-range RF, and GNSS modules, available in over 80 countries. By
supplying scalable products that are interchangeable across families,
technologies and generations, Telit is able to keep development costs low and
protect customers' design investments. In addition, Telit is the only module
provider in the market today to offer a value added services bundle including
connectivity dedicated to simplifying the deployment of M2M applications.
Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity Providers - Wireless; Hardware Producers/Vendors Modules, Gateways

Tibco Software, Inc.
www.tibco.com
3307 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto,
CA 94304, USA
T: +1 650 846 1000
TIBCO Software Inc. is a provider of infrastructure software for companies to
use on-premise or as part of cloud computing environments. Whether it's
optimising claims, processing trades, cross-selling products based on realtime customer behaviour, or averting a crisis before it happens, TIBCO
provides companies the two-second advantage™ – the ability to capture the
right information at the right time and act on it pre-emptively for a
competitive advantage. More than 4,000 customers worldwide rely on
TIBCO to manage information, decisions, processes and applications in real
time.
Applications: All
Sectors: Software - Developers & vendors

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

Symmetry Electronics Corp
Symplio Lifestyle Technologies
Symsoft
Synchrologic
Synchronoss Technologies
Syniverse
T-Mobile
Tail F Systems
Talisma Corp
Tango Telecom
Tanla Mobile
Tata Communications
Taxameter Centrale
Tech Mahindra
Technocon
Tekelec
Tektronix
Telarix
Telchemy
TelcoBridges
Telcordia

www.symmetryelectronics.com
www.symplio.com
www.symsoft.com
www.synchrologic.com
www.synchronoss.com
www.syniverse.com
www.t-mobile.co.uk
www.tail-f.com
www.talisima.com
www.tango.ie
www.tanla.com
www.tatacommunications.com
www.taxameter.nl
www.techmahindra.com
www.technocon.com
www.tekelec.com
www.tek.com
www.telarix.com
www.telchemy.com
www.telcobridges.com
www.telcordia.com

Telcotec
Telecity Group
Telemetry International
Telemoneyworld.com
Telenor Connexion
Teleonto
Telic
Telit
Telmap
Telogis
Telos
Telstra
Telular Corp
TELUS Mobility
Tenable Network Security
Tendril
Teneo
Teradata
Tevron
Texas Instruments
Thales

www.telcotec.com
www.telecitygroup.com
www.tiltd.com
www.telemoneyworld.com
www.telenorconnexion.com
www.teleonto.com
www.telic.net
www.telit.com
www.telmap.com
www.telogis.com
www.telos.si
www.telstra.com.au
www.telular.com
www.telusmobility.com
www.tenable.com
www.tendrilinc.com
www.teneo.net
www.teradata.com
www.tevron.com
www.ti.com
www.thalesgroup.com

The Brattle Group
The Morey Corp
The Now Factory
Theta Networks
Thinglink
ThingWorx
Tibco
Tieto
TimeData Corp
TMNG
TNO
Toll collect
Toyota
Traak Systems
Transverse
Tridium Inc
Trigyn
Trilliant
Trimble
Triptec Ltd
Trivnet
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URL
www.brattle.com
www.themoreygroup.com
www.thenowfactory.com
www.thetanetworks.com
www.thinglink.com
www.thingworx.com
www.tibco.com
www.tieco.com
www.timedatacorp.com
www.tmng.com
www.tnl.nl
www.toll-collect.de
www.toyota.com
www.traak.com
www.gotransverse.com
www.tridium.com
www.trigyn.com
www.trilliantinc.com
www.trimble.com
www.triptec.de
www.trivnet.com

u-blox
www.u-blox.com
Zurchestr. 68, Thalwil 8800, Switzerland
T: +41 44 722 7427
u-blox is a leading fabless semiconductor provider of embedded positioning
and wireless communication solutions for the consumer, industrial and
automotive markets. Our solutions enable people, devices, vehicles and
machines to locate their exact position and wirelessly communicate via voice,
text or video. With a broad portfolio of GPS modules, chips, and software
solutions together with wireless modules and solutions, u-blox is uniquely
positioned to enable OEMs to develop innovative solutions quickly and costeffectively. Headquartered in Switzerland and with global presence in Europe,
Asia and the Americas, u blox employs over 200 people.
Applications: Automotive; Connected Devices-Consumer; Industry &
Manufacturing applications
Sectors: Hardware producers/vendors - Components, Modules; Software services

Verizon Wireless
www.verizonwireless.com
140 West Street, New York, NY 10007, USA
T: +1 212 395 1000
Verizon Wireless Wholesale M2M solutions support some of the largest
telematic OEMs in the world. Verizon Wireless supports more than 7 million
M2M devices on the USA’s largest 3G network, and provides unparalleled
nationwide coverage with our customised domestic and international
roaming agreements. With our high speed packet backbone and your M2M
technology, wireless communication between remote machines can be a
secure, cost-effective and low maintenance business model for your
company.
Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity Provider - Wireless, Fixed Line

have a dedicated Global M2M Service Platform that provides a central point
of control for all your M2M connections. It includes comprehensive
management tools, able to centrally activate, suspend and deactivate SIMs;
Service Level Agreements - We provide a bespoke SLA to suit your needs.
The first of its kind in the industry, and provides greater transparency and
predictability of costs.
Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity Providers - Wireless, Fixed Line

WeDo Consulting
www.wedotechnologies.com
Ed. Picoas Plaza, Rua do Viriato,
no. 13E, Nucleo 6 - 4 Andar,
1050-233 Lisbon, Portugal
T: +351 210 111 400
Well organised and financed criminal gangs will be assessing what the
boundaries are for providing M2M and looking to identify the ‘softer’ or
‘easy targets’ to maximise their revenues. Telecoms fraud has climbed steadily
over the years – the introduction of innovative solutions and services for M2M
will serve to further fuel these opportunities for security breaches. Praesidum
Consultancy Group, the business consultancy division of WeDo Technologies,
focuses on the risks M2M services can cause operators in terms of fraud and
revenue assurance and how they can effectively deal with these problems.
Applications: All
Sectors: Software & Services - Fraud Control, Business Revenue Assurance

Wyless Inc.
www.wyless.com
60 Island Street, Lawrence,
MA 01840, USA
T: +1 617 949 8900
Wyless is a leading global M2M managed services provider. Our resilient
platform, delivered in partnership with the world’s largest network operators,
provides secure, reliable communications with wireless devices in over 120
countries. Powerful management tools offer real-time reporting and control
over all devices connected to our network. Wyless delivers a comprehensive
suite of managed services with unrivalled expertise, professional support and
competitive pricing. We enable our customers and partners to deploy M2M
applications and services faster, cheaper and more effectively.

Vodafone M2M
www.vodafone.com
Vodafone House, The Connection,
Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 2FN, UK
T: +44 8700 717 727
Our M2M solutions offer end-to-end device managed connectivity with
several key benefits: One Global SIM - By providing a Global SIM, preprovisioned and ready to use, we reduce the complexity of installation,
distribution and deployment of your M2M solutions; One Vodafone Network
- Vodafone has the world's largest mobile communications network, giving
us control over design and functionality; Global M2M Service Platform - We

Applications: All
Sectors: Connectivity Provider - Wireless; Managed Services Provider;
Software - Billing, Network & Device Management, Reporting; Service
Delivery Platform Developers & Vendors

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

URL

COMPANY NAME

URL

T-Systems
Tuff
twingz development
Twisthink LLC
u-blox
Ukash
Ulticom
Unipier
Utiba
Utilimetrics
V2COM
Valimo
VC4
Vendavo
Ventraq
Verax Systems
Verecloud
VeriFone
Verint
VeriSign
Verizon Wireless

www.t-sytems.co.uk
www.tuff.co.uk
www.twingz.com
www.twisthink.com
www.u-blox.com
www.ukash.com
www.ulticom.com
www.msis-sagl.ch
www.utiba.com
www.utilimetrics.org
www.v2com.mobi
www.valimo.com
www.vc4.nl
www.vendavo.com
www.ventraq.com
www.veraxsystems.com
www.verecloud.com
www.verifone.com
www.verint.com
www.verisign.co.uk
www.verizonwireless.com

Verso
Vertek
VI-Agents, LLC
Vimpelcom
VISA
Visionael
Visiongain
Vitria
Vivo
Vlingo
Vodafone M2M
Vodat International
Voice Objects
Volubill
Volvo
VW Group
Wavelink
Wavenis OSA
WaveRoute by Digitec
WebTech Wireless Inc
WeDo Technologies

www.versocommunications.co.uk
www.vertek.com
www.viagents.com
www.vimpelcom.com
www.visa.com
www.visionael.com
www.visiongain.com
www.vitria.com
www.vivotelecommunications.co.uk
www.vlingo.com
www.vodafone.com
www.vodat-int.com
www.voiceobjects.com
www.volubill.com
www.volvo.com
www.volkswagen.co.uk
www.wavelink.com
www.wavensis-osa.org
www.difitecinc.com
www.webtechwireless.com
www.wedotechnologies.com

Western Union
Widetag
Wipro
Wireless Innovation Ltd
Wireless Logic
Withings
Wyless Plc
Xavient
Xelas Software
Xintec
XIUS-bcgi
Xwave
Yellow Pepper
YourVoice SpA
ZenithOptimedia
Zhejiang Holley Group
Zing
ZTE Corp
Zywan

www.westernunion.co.uk
www.widetag.com
www.wipro.com
www.wireless-innovation.co.uk
www.wirelesslogic.com
www.withings.com
www.wyless.com
www.xavient.com
www.xelas.com
www.xintec.com
www.xius.com
www.xwave.com
www.yellowpepper.com
www.yourvoice.com
www.zenithoptimedia.com
www.holleytrade.com
www.zing.com
www.zte.com.cn
www.zywan.com

www.cinterion.com
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EVENT PREVIEW

GSMA-mHealth Alliance
Mobile Health Summit
May 29
– June 1, 2012
Cape Town
International
Convention
Centre, South
Africa

The GSMA-mHealth Alliance Mobile Health Summit (MHS) brings together senior decision
makers from the mobile and health industries to drive the mobile health ecosystem. This
global event is designed to foster the commercial sustainability of mobile health across both
the public and private sectors. Now in its second year, MHS will be held at the Cape Town
International Convention Centre between May 29 and June 1, 2012.
MHS offers decision makers, influencers, and thinkers
from across the mobile health value chain to discuss
key topics in mobile health. Speakers from mobile
operators, insurance groups, pharma companies,
healthcare providers, equipment manufacturers,
infrastructure vendors, governments, NGOs,
academics, application developers, and integrators
present the latest developments in mobile health and
in the ecosystem that supports it.
MHS 2012 includes:
• A spectacular conference agenda with insightful
keynotes from top CEOs and executives including:
• Helen Zille, Premiere of the Western Cape,
South Africa
• Andre Beyers, CMO, Airtel Africa
• Thierry Zylberberg, EVP Strategic Partnerships,
GM Health Line of Business, France Telecom
• Gabby Zedlmayer, VP, Office of Global Social
Innovation, HP

•

Scott C. Ratzan, VP, Global Health, Johnson
& Johnson
• Axel Nemetz, Head of Health, Vodafone
• A cutting-edge exhibition showcasing the most
innovative Mobile Health products and services
from today’s industry leaders
• The premier forum for Mobile Health networking
and deal-making with C- Level leaders of healthcare
institutions, mobile network operators,
development organisations and solutions providers,
as well as regulators and policymakers
Last year, over 600 professionals from 43 countries
attended MHS while this year’s programme will grow
with an even larger and more diverse audience.
MHS 2012 is brought to you by the GSMA and the
mHealth Alliance - leaders in the global mobile and
health industries. For more information go to:
www.mobilehealthsummit.com

Enabling connected
services
We have over 10 years of experience in providing
premium M2M solutions for business and life
critical applications.
We are exhibiting at CTIA Wireless. Please visit us
in the M2M Pavilion, Hall D, booth #3559.

For more information, please contact salesconnexion@telenor.com
or visit telenorconnexion.com

The leading global M2M managed services provider

It’s good to be well connected.
Your M2M solution is more than just data connectivity. We understand that.
So we not only built the world’s most advanced global M2M platform,
we also built our business upon the most important connections of all –
our relationships with our partners, carriers and customers.
That’s why Wyless is the trusted M2M partner of Fortune 500 companies
and startups alike. We’re the easiest company to work with. We listen to our
customers and take pride in every connection.
Wyless offers truly uncompromising M2M solutions, delivering worldwide
wireless connectivity via the most secure and resilient network infrastructure.
We provide unrivaled management tools and empower you with end-to-end
managed services, technical expertise and dedicated support.
So connect with the experts and together we’ll take your applications to the
next level. You have found your true M2M partner.
We can’t wait to discuss the possibilities.

+1 617 949 8900

+44 1895 454 699

info@wyless.com

www.wyless.com

CONNECTED SOCIET Y

There’s a pet store not far from my house, writes Peter Dunn, and with four cats and
a dog, I find myself there fairly often. It’s a busy place – according to the manager,
it’s their highest volume store in the country. And typically, shopping there is a quick
and pleasant experience. However, twice in the last several months, picking up some
kitty litter has turned into a time-consuming chore.
Why? Well the store’s internet connectivity has
gone down. The manager informed me that each
store relies on a fixed line for internet connectivity.
Point of Sale (POS), credit card processing, and
loyalty card – they all depend on this connection.
And when it goes down… well, to say the
customer experience suffers would be an
understatement. Let’s take a look at what this
outage means to customers:
First: No customer loyalty card access
Second: No payments by ATM
Third: Credit card payments are processed using a
single terminal on a dial-up connection
So, when the fixed line goes down (which can be
frequent during our stormy South Florida
summers), a two-minute trip takes 15 minutes, and
I don’t even receive reward credit for my purchases.
This store has the added expense of a second fixed
line and additional card terminal, and the inability
to provide the expanded level of customer service
in the event of even a basic telecom outage. A
simple wireless back-up solution could maintain
the store’s typically stellar level of speedy service
in the event of a short or long-term outage. And

at your highest volume (and revenue) store, that’s
important.
A little research shows that my experience is not
atypical. An article by technology provider, CDW
(http://bit.ly/sNanJl) which surveyed over 7,000
businesses, found that the average business
experiences “nearly 140 hours of downtime per
year.” And “loss of telecom services” was the third
most commonly cited cause for failure.

Why should this matter?
Because it hurts businesses where it counts –
financially. CDW also found that cost-per-incident
globally averages approximately US$287,000
(EUR217,000). Think about a high volume retailer
during the holiday season and you can see where
an outage can have tremendous financial
implications, as well as generate negative customer
responses and press.
The good news is that establishing redundancy for
critical communications has never been easier with
the wide availability of 3G, Wimax, LTE, microwave,
and satellite technology, and data pricing that has
come down significantly in the last few years.
Previously, high costs and fears of unreliability or
complexity have been roadblocks in motivating
businesses towards backup / failover solutions,
especially over wireless. However, the landscape is
changing – in 2010 AT&T found that continuity
planning is seen as a priority by three-fourths
(77%) of IT executives in the Southern region of
the US and 70% include their wireless network
capabilities as part of their business continuity plan.
Low cost routers with integrated cellular failover,
and variable bandwidth private networking support
from the wireless carriers have simplified the
process of offering turnkey back-up solutions to
your clients. And, if the above data is any
indication, it’s a solution you can’t afford to ignore.
By Peter Dunn, Business and Product Development
Director, Wyless

For more information; please go to:
www.wyless.com/products/broadband-wireless-backups.com

